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Summary
Borel equivariaut cohomology, Hj(X\ R), for spaces with circle action is a 
module over J2[u], where u has degree 2. Localised equivariaut cohomology, 
B), provides certain information about H j(X \R), hut as a coho­
mology theory it has a deficiency in that it does not satisfy Miluor's additivity 
axiom.
In this thesis an equivariaut cohomology theory, h j, is constructed which 
agrees with u~l H j on nice finite-dimensional spaces with circle action and 
satisfies Milnor's additivity axiom. This has already been done by J.D.S. 
Jones and S.B. Petrack for the smooth case, where a different method was 
used which cannot be extended to the general case. We show that h j satisfies 
a fixed point theorem similar to the one for u-1 H j on finite dimensional spaces.
Finally, cellular versions o f H j(.Y :Z ) and u~l H j(X : Z ) are constructed.
Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to construct a suitable extension o f localised 
equivariaut cohomology as defined on nice compact spaces with circle action 
to infinite dimensional spaces with circle action. The maps into a point make 
the Borel equivariaut cohomology H {( — \ R) into a module over the graded ring 
R[u], where R is a ring and u has degree two. We can formally invert the mul­
tiplicative system { l ,u ,u 2, . . . }  and obtain localised equivariant cohomology 
u~xH j( —; R). Localised equivariaut cohomology o f a T-space .Y gives some 
information about the equivariant cohomology, but as a cohomology theory 
<ju infinite dimensional spaces it has a serious disadvantage in that it does not 
satisfy Milnor’s additivity axiom. This axiom requires that the cohomology 
of any disjoint union be the direct product of the cohomologies of the com­
ponents. Cohomology theories satisfying this axiom have strong uniqueness 
properties on infinite dimensional spaces [Milnor 62].
The first result in this direction is [Jones, Petrack 88]. There a de Rlxam 
equivariant cohomology theory h\( — ;C ) is constructed, which satisfies Mil­
nor’s axiom and agrees with u~, f f j ( —;C ) on finite dimensional smooth T- 
mauifolds. .Jones and Petrack were motivated by the cohomological investi­
gation of the free loop space of a manifold with the circle action being the 
rotation of the loops. On finite dimensional T-spaces the inclusion of the fixed 
points induces an isomorphism in — ; F), if F is a field of characteristic
zero. In [Goodwillie 85] it is shown, however, that this is not true for the 
free loop spaces. The equivariant cohomology of [Jones, Petrack 88] does sat­
isfy the fixed point theorem also on nice infinite dimensional T-manifolds and 
in particular on the free loop spaces. Jones and Petrack have also shown 
that this theory has several interesting properties on the free loop spaces 
[Jones, Petrack 90].
In this work we construct an appropriate singular version of this theory. 
More precisely we construct an equivariaut cohomology theory h j which we 
call the Jones-Petrack cohomology, defined for any coefficients, which satisfies 
Milnor's additivity axiom and agrees with n~l H j on all compact T-spaces with 
finite cohomological dimension. It satisfies the fixed point theorem if the order 
of each isotropy subgroup of nou-fixed points is invertible in the coefficient
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ring. It turns out that this generalisation is not quite straightforward and 
that different methods have to be used to obtain it.
In Chapter 1 we define the Borel equivariant cohomology, H ^(X ), of 
a space with a circle action. We present a basic fixed point theorem for 
localised equi variant cohomology.»- 1 H j, and show that it does not satisfy 
Miluor's additivity axiom. We describe also the equi variant cohomology of 
[Jones, Petrack 88].
In Chapter 2 we show that an obvious singular version of the approach 
of Jones and Petrack does not have the recpiired properties. Their approach 
is in some sense global and is good for the de Rham version of equivariant 
cohomology. The approach we use to obtain the desired cohomology theory 
is local. The crucial property of T-spaces which we use is the slice theorem 
in its topological and differential form. The slice theorem implies that infinite 
dimensional T-spaces also have locally nice properties.
Therefore our strategy is the following: we calculate localised equivariant 
cohomology locally and re-assemble this local information in a suitable way to 
obtain the desired cohomology th«*ory. To do this we use differential graded 
sheaves.
In Chapter 3 we prove that localised equivariant cohomology on compact 
admissible T-pairs is isomorphic to Cecil cohomology of differential graded 
presheaves 5*( —)[u, u-1]. These DG presheaves are Z-graded and unbounded 
in both the positive and negative directions. Therefore the standard DG 
(pre)sheaf cohomology does not have the properties necessary to obtain an 
equivariaut cohomology with Miluor's additivity property. Assuming that we 
have a suitable DG sheaf cohomology we present the desired Jones-Petrack 
cohomology.
In Chapter 4 we construct a modified version o f the DG sheaf cohomology 
which gives the desired theory when applied to the DG sheaves obtained by 
the double complexes 5*( — )[u,
In Chapter 5 we show that Jones-Petrack cohomology agrees with localised 
equivariant cohomology on all finite dimensional T-complexes. We present cel­
lular versions o f equivariant cohomology and localised equivariant cohomology 
with integer coefficients.
Appendix A is auxiliary. We need it to prove that Cecil cohomology of 
DG presheaves is isomorphic to the canonical resolution cohomology of the 
associated DG sheaves.
Chapter 1
Equivariant cohomology
This is a purely introductory chapter and it contains no original results. The 
references are [Bredon 72], [Jones 87], [Hsiang 75], [Atiyah.Bott 84].
1.1. B orel equivariant coh om olog y
Let G be a topological group and let .V be a left G-space. Then H a (X )  the 
Bor«*l equivariant cohomology, is defined as follows.
Let Ed —* B(; be a fixed universal G-lmudle, i.e. Eg is a contractible 
space with a free, locally trivial G-actiou and Eg -*  B e  is the quotient map 
onto the orbit space. For a G-space .Y we define the homotopy quotient
X G =  Eg x c  X  =  (E g x  X)/G
where G acts diagonally on Eg X „Y. The equivariaut cohomology of X  is 
defined to be the ordinary cohomology of Xa'-
H ‘a ( X )  =  H '(X o ).
If A  is an invariant subspace of X  we define the relative equivariant cohomology 
B g (X ,A )  by
H’a (X ,A )  =  H ‘ (X G,A a).
The constant map X  —► pt gives a homomorphism of equivariaut coho­
mology Hg (pt) —» Hq (X )  and the cup product makes H ^ (X ) and Hg (X ,A )  
modules over ^ o (p t).
For homogeneous G-spaces, G/H, for H  a closed subgroup of G. we have 
the following identity
(G/H)g =  Ea  x „  (G/H) =  (E g x a G)/H  =  Eg/H =  B „  
ami G-equivariant maps between homogene«>us G-spaces are given by the quo­
tient homomorphisms
G/H  —  G/K
9
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for pairs of closed subgroups H  C A'.
We shall only consider the group T  of complex numbers of unit norm and 
its closed subgroups, which are all finite cyclic groups. We shall need the 
following information about their cohomology with coefficients in a ring R 
[Borel 60).
H m(B T\ R) =  «|u) , n.H*{Bz/m; R) =  0 for » >  0
where u has degree 2. In particular
{Z * =  0(Z/r»)u~ * =  2 m
0 * odd.
1.2. A  d o u b le  com p lex  for  equivariant coh om olog y
There is another model for T-equivariant cohomology:
Let X  be a space with a circle action O : T  X .Y —♦ X .  Then we define an 
operator
I : S*(.Y) -  S - ' ( .Y )
as follows. Let sh : S .(T )&  S .(X )  —► S .(T  x X )  denote the shuffle product 
(its definition is stated in Chapter 2). Define the slant product a/a  by
< a/<r, t > = <  o,sh((T ® t) >
for o  G 5*(T  x X ),cr  G 5 .(T ) ,r  G S .(X ) . Let v be the fundamental 1-simplex 
in T  given by t  t—► e2w,t G T. Then we define
I(V-) =
for a cochain V* €  S’ (X ).
Then, as we shall show in Propositions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3,
Ia =  0 , ¿1 +  W =  0
where 6 : S’ (X )  —» S '+l(X )  is the coboundary operator.
Let u be an indeterminate of degree 2 and define S*(.Y)[u] to be the graded 
module
S * (-Y ;Z )®  Z (u ].
The operator =  6 +  Iw : 5*(.Y)[u] -♦ S*(X)[u] is a differential. Then it is 
proved in [Jones 87, §5) that
H(5-(X;Z)c-5Z[U);iT) = ^i(-Y)
as Z[u]-modules.
1.3. T he smooth version 1
1.3. T h e  sm ooth  version
For compact connected Lie groups there is a de Rliam version of the equivariant 
cohomology based on Weil's de Rham model for the universal bundle 
Eg —* Bi;. Here, following [Atiyah.Bott 84. §4]. we outline this model in the 
case G =  T .
Let M  be a smooth manifold with a smooth circle action, and let 
denote the invariant differential forms with complex coefficients. The circle 
action determines a smooth vector field V  on M  (by a choice of a basis vector 
in the Lie algebra of the circle) and let us denote by
: n;,.„ -  n ;J
the interior product of differential forms with this vector field. Because of the 
fundamental homotopy identity
S.v =  ivd  +  diy
where is the Lie derivative, the operator iv anticommutes with the exterior 
derivative d on the invariant forms As above we construct a cochain
complex
where u is an indeterminate of degree 2 , and the differential is d j =  d +  iyu. 
In [Atiyah.Bott 84] it is proved that the homology of this cochain complex is 
isomorphic to the equivariaut cohomology of M  as C[u]-modules.
1.4. A  fixed point theorem
Here we give a simple proof of A. Borel’ s result about the rational T-equivariant 
cohomology [Borel 60], [Atiyah.Bott 84], [Hsiang 75].
Let us first recollect a fundamental theorem about the local properties of 
T-spaces. It is called the slice theorem and it is used in the proof of the fixed 
point theorem. Note that it holds also for infinite dimensional T-spaces.
T h eorem  1.4.1. Let G  be a compact Lie group and X  a completely regular 
topological space with a (continuous) G-action. Let x  6 X , then there exists a 
subset S in X  such that
(a) S is invariant under the isotropy group Gx o f x,
(b) Let G (S ) be the minimal G-invariant subspace containing S. Then
G(S) * a  G Xa. s
is an invariant open neighbourhood o f  G (x) in X .
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The subset 5  is railed a slice at j-. The proof of this theorem can be found 
in [Bredou 72]. The differentiable slice theorem is as follows.
T h eorem  1.4.2. Let M  be. a smooth manifold with a smooth G-action and an 
invariant metric. Let H  =  GT be the isotropy subgroup at a point x € A/. and 
<t>x be the. local representation o f  H on normal vectors o f  the orbit G (x) =  G/H 
at x . Then, the. equivariant normal bundle i/(G (x)) o f G (x ) is isomorphic to
G x „  R * — >G/H
where. H acts on G as right translations and on R* via 4>r . Furthermore., fo r  a 
sufficiently small t  >  0 , the exponential map is an equivariant diffeomorphism 
o f  the. associated e-disc bundle, o f G  X/y D* —* G/H onto an invariant tubular 
neighbourhood o f  G (x ).
The proof of this theorem can be found in [Hsiang 75].
Let R be a ring with unit. Recall that a multiplicative semigroup S which 
contains the unit 1 6  R  and is contained in the centre of R is called a multi­
plicative system. The localised module S~l M  o f an R-module M  consists of all 
fractious {m /s;m  6 A/, a 6 5 }  with the usual identification m\/s\ =  m-j/s-j if 
and only if «Aim] =  s.s2m| for some a 6 5. Then S~lM  is an (5 - , f?)-module 
and M  •-» S~l M  is an exact functor.
We can localise T-equivariant cohomology with respect to  the multiplica­
tive system {u " ;n  >  0 } C  Z[u]. The resulting equivariant cohomology theory 
will be denoted by u_l H j  and referred to as localised equivariant cohomology.
For localised equivariant cohomology the billowing fixed point theorem 
holds.
T h eorem  1.4.3. Let X  be a compact T -space and F  the. fixed point subspace, 
then the. inclusion F  '—> X  induces an isomorphism
u~l H i(X ;Q )  3 u - 'J ir i(F ;Q ).
Proof of l.f.S : First let us prove the theorem for the case F  =  0. By the slice 
theorem every orbit T .x  has an invariant open neighbourhood V  which retracts 
by an equivariant retraction r onto the orbit. Therefore the homomorphism
is injective. As x  is not a fixed point H j(T.x\Q) =  0 for * ^  0. Therefore 
the homomorphism /f<f(pt;Q) =  Q[u] —* Hj(T.x-, Q). induced by the* constant 
map. maps u into 0. The same must then be true for H j(pt: Q ) —* Hi(U\Q). 
Because X  is compact, finitely many sets U\,. . . ,  Uq, such that each of them 
equivariautly retracts onto an orbit, cover X . From the exact sequence of the
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pair it follows that there is au element u, 6 H j(X ,U ,:Q )  which is mapped by 
the restriction homomorphism into u 6 H j(X ). Therefore uq 6 H j (X )  is the 
image of
u, • • • u, G H ? (X , Ux U • • • U Uq\ Q) =  0
and so uq =  0.
For the general case let us show that H j(X , F\ <Q>) is a torsion Q[u]-module. 
Let 4> 6 H j(X , F\Q) and let p : X t —» B j  denote the map induced by the 
constant map X  —> pt. We may assume that B j  is a CW complex and identify
H ^ X .F .Q | =  H "(X t.F t:Q ) =  H "{lr ' i B tr ).F Tn , r ' t B ‘ ):Q l for »■ > n.
Since p~l(B j)  is compact, so is Ft fl p~1 ( B$). Therefore by the continuity of 
cohomology there exists an invariant neighbourhood V  o f F  such that
* €  Im (ff i(X ,V ;Q ) —  J /f(.Y ,in tV ;Q ) — * H $(X ,F \Q )).
On the other hand, there exists an invariant compact space Y  C X  — F  such 
that intV U intT =  X . By the first part of the proof there exists a positive 
integer q so that uq maps to 0 € Hj(Y\ Q). By the exact sequence o f the pair 
(X , T ) and the relative cup product uq.<t> lies in the image of
0 =  « K X .in t V  U inti": Q) — ► H j(X , F. Q)
and so nq.<t> =  0. 11.4.31
1.5. Infinite d im ensions
There are interesting infinite dimensional spaces with natural circle actions 
e.g. the free loop space LM  of a manifold A / with the circle action being 
the rotations. In this case the fixed point set is exactly the underlying mani­
fold M. However, in [Goodwillie 85] it is shown that u~lH j(LM \Q) depends 
only on the fundamental group of M . Therefore the fixed point theorem does 
not hold for localised equivariaut cohomology o f infinite dimensional T-spaces. 
The problem is that u~l H j does not satisfy Miluor’s additivity axiom which 
is of particular importance for the cohomology of infinite dimensional spaces 
[Milnor 62], [Whitehead 78]. A cohomology theory h" satisfies Miluor's addi­
tivity axiom if
for any family of objects Xi such that LI, X , is an object in the category on 
which h‘  is defined. Borel equivariaut cohomology satisfies this axiom, because 
singular cohomology does. The localisation operator, however, in general does 
not commute with infinite products.
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Tl’ “refore localised equivariaut cohomology does not satisfy Milnor’s ax­
iom. A counterexample is the disjoint union of even dimensional spheres with 
the trivial action. The equivariant cohomology of 5 " with the trivial action is
where fr„ €  Hn(S n) is the dual o f the fundamental class o f 5 " . The image of 
the natural homomorphism
agrees with — ;Q ) on compact finite dimensional spaces and satisfies
Milnor’s additivity axiom. Due to the strong uniqueness properties o f such 
cohomologies it is reasonable to expect that the equivariant cohomology theory 
we want to construct does satisfy the fixed point theorem, provided that the 
coefficients are in a  field of characteristic zero.
1.6. Jones-P etrack  theory
In [Jones, Petrack 88] the de Rham version of localised equivariant cohomology 
in infinite dimensions is modified to satisfy Milnor’s axiom and the fixed point 
theorem in the following way. Because localisation and homology commute
Localised equivariaut cohomology does not satisfy Milnor's additivity axiom, 
because the cochain complex involves polynomials in u, u_ l . Jones and Petrack 
replaced the polynomials in u, ti“ 1 by infinite power series and thus obtained an 
equivariant cohomology theory satisfying Milnor's axiom and coinciding with
Let X  be a sm ooth T-manifold which admits smooth partitions o f unity 
and a smoothly varying positive definite inner product (that is a pre-Hilbert 
space structure) on each tangent space. Let , u] denote the set
of formal power series in u ,u-1 with coefficients in in the following
sense: A typical homogeneous element u>, of total degree p, in D^„,(-Y)[[u-1 , u] 
has the form
H i(S ") 5! (Z $ Z 9 ,)H Z [u |
u-‘( nails1" » —  n -^ a fis1")
n eN ii 6 H
does not contain the element £ u _n<r2„.
Note that the cohomology
n . f f ” (-VT;Q ) in every even degree 
n*. H2k+l(X T; Q) in every odd degree
ur'HHX-.c) = H(n;„„(.¥)|u, .
localised equivariant cohomology on finite dimensional smooth T-manifolds.
u ,=  £ < , , u ‘ , <>, € Iir,
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If we denote by (l l ’nl,(.Y)[[ii-1 , u])p the set of all homogeneous elements of 
degree p. then
The homogeneous elements ran be multiplied, so , u] becomes
a graded ring and dj =  d +  iyu  is a derivation with respect to this prod­
uct. Jones and Petrark defined the complete«! periodic equivariant cohomology 
h j(X )  to be
h j satisfies Milnor's axiom. It agrees with localised equivariaut cohomology 
on all finite dimensional smooth T-mauifolds because is bouuiled above 
in this case. There is also a fixe«l point theorem for hj. Let X  be a T-manifold 
with a smooth partition of unity and a smoothly varying positive definite inner 
product au«l such that F  =  X T has an invariant tubular ueighbourluxxl. 
Lem m a 1.6.1. Let X  be a smooth T -manifold without fixed points, then
h j (X )  =  0 .
Proof o f 1.6.1: Because n*w (X )[[u -1 , u] has a product ami the differential dr 
satisfies the Leibniz rule with respe«-t to this product, it suffices to find an 
element u; € iir,lw(-Y)([u_I, u] such that dju) =  1. Let V  be the vector field on 
X  generating the circle action. Because there are u«» fixed points this ve«-tor 
field is nowhere zero. Therefore there exists an invariant differential form o  
dual to V. Then
Therefore djn  is invertible in ilr„„(-Y)[[u-1 , u], its inverse is given by
Since i (d tn )  =  1 it follows that (d j'j)(dxn ) =  0 and theref«>re, siu«e d ja  is
T h eorem  1.6 .2. The inclusion i : F  X  induces an isomorphism
n*_.(JV)[[«-',«] =  © (o : „ . ( .v ) (| « - ' ,u ] ) ' .
(.i(.V) = H (n;„„(X )[[u-, , u];dT).
Because of
!i:„»(LI-v , )[[«-■, u| =  i i " : . . , « * . ) ! ! “ ' ' ' “ )
invertible, =  0. So d r(n i) =  (d ro )y  =  1 and we define «*; =  ay. 11.6.11
«" : h j (X )  — * h’r (F )  .
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Proof o f  1.6.2: We use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence associated to X  — F  and 
the invariant tubular neighbourhood N  of F. Both X  — F  and {X  — F )  fl N 
are fixed point free and so, by the lemma above, we obtain the isomorphism.
Chapter 2
Two counterexamples
Here we discuss two obvious candidates for a singular version of the completed 
periodic T-equivariaut cohomology h? o f [Jones, Petrack 88] ami show that 
they do not have the required properties. We are looking for an equivariaut 
cohomology which agrees with localised equivariaut cohomology on compact 
spaces but satisfies Milnor's additivity axiom. Milnor’s axiom forces us to 
replace the complex S *(X )[u_ l, u] by 5*(X )[[u -1, u]. For finite dimensional 
spaces this looks innocuous since Sm(X )  has finite cohomological dimension in 
this case, but in fact it does change cohomology as we shall show. The cochain 
complex S"(JY)[[u-1 , u] is in fact acyclic for any T-space X . If we replace S '(X )  
by normalised cochains C ’ (X ), we obtain a theory which agrees with localised 
equivariaut cohomology on spaces with trivial action. However, we show that 
it is trivial on all fixed-point free T-spaces and therefore does not agree with 
— ;Z )  even on homogeneous T-spaces.
2.1. Prelim inaries on  singular cochains
Here we detail some basic definitions to check that all the necessary operations 
are well defined.
There exists exactly one affine map from the standard (n+l)-sim plex A ,,+l 
to the standard »-simplex A " which maps the first k +  1 vertices of A ,,+l into 
the first k +  1 vertices o f A " (0 < A: <  n) and vertices k +  1 , . . . ,  n +  1 into the 
vertices A.1, . . . , »  of A " . This map is called the kth degeneracy of A ,,+1 onto 
A ". This map gives rise to the kth degeneracy operator s* : S „(X )  —* S„+i (.Y) 
which maps the singular n-simplexes in a space X  to the singular (n +  1)- 
simplexes in X . Singular simplexes which are in the image of any degeneracy 
operator are called degenerate.
There is a natural homomorphism
sh : S .(X )  8  S.(V') —  S.(.Y X Y )
17
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called the shuffle product, defined for all spaces X,Yr. It is defined as follows: 
A (p, </)-slmffle in (0 , . . .  ,p  +  q — 1) is a permutation t =  (* j , . . . ,  ip, j i , . . . .  j q)
of (0 , . . .  ,p  +  q — 1) such that i'i <  <  . . .  <  ip, j\ < j i  <  . . .  <  j q. Then
sh(<r <8> r) =  ] £  sign(f )(/»>, . . .  ajx a, sip . . .  s „  r )
where a Ç SP(X ),  r  Ç Sq(Y )  , the sum is over all (p, iy)-shuffles f  of the ordered 
set (0, . . . , p + q  -  1 ).
Geometrically we can think of sh(<r Ç5 r ) as the maps a  and t applied on 
a canonical triangulation of A p x A q.
The shuffle product is associative. The shuffle product of singular sim- 
plexes, at least one o f which is degenerate, is a sum of degenerate simplexes.
In the unit circle T  C C the shuffle product together with the multiplica­
tion map give us a product
S .(T ) «  5 .(T ) — ► 5 .(T  x T ) — ► S .(T ) .
This product makes S .(T ) into a commutative differential graded algebra. 
That is, S .(T ) is a differential graded module with a product which is asso­
ciative and graded commutative, addition and multiplication are related by 
distributivity and the differential map satisfies the Leibniz rule.
Let X  be a space with a T-action $  : T  x X  — ► .Y. The singular cochain 
complex Sm(X\ R) o f A' with coefficients in a ring R (which will be fixed and 
so usually dropped from the notation) becomes a right S.(T)-m odule with the 
product given by
<  <t>.a, t >  =  < t >  =  <  <j>, $sh(<r (8 r )  >
for a  € SP(T),<I> €  Sq(X ),T  €  S<J_P(A '), and is trivial for q < p. Our conven­
tions for the slant product are
< o/<r, t  > =  < a , sh(<r <S>r) >
for o  G S '(X  x K ), «x 6 S .(X ) , r € S .(Y ). The shuffle product commutes with 
the boundary operator d if we define d(x  ®  y ) =  dx W y +  ( —1)|j,|j  C-0 dy. The 
cobouudary operator acts on the slant product by
< 6(o /<x) , t >  =  <  a la ,d r  >  =  <  a,sh(<r (8) d r)  >
=  ( - l )1" 1 <  o,d(sh(<7 ®  t )) -  sh(d<x<X) r ) >
= ( — 1 )1*1 <  (6«)/<r — o /(ô«x), r  >  .
The shuffle homomorphism is functorial, i.e. it commutes with maps of spaces. 
Therefore a T-equivariaut map /  : X  —* Y  induces a cochaiu homomorphism
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/*  : Sm(Y ) —* S ’ (X )  which is also a homomorphism of S.(T)-modules. Be­
cause the shuffle product is degenerate if one o f the factors is degenerate, the 
cochain complex
c * ( X )  =  HomR(S .(X )/ D .(X ); R ),
where D .(X )  is the suhcomplex of the degenerate sduplexes, is a right S .(T )- 
module. We call the elements of C '(X )  normalised singular cochains on .V. 
There is a natural product
U : Sm(X )  ®  S m(X )  — ► S ’ i-Y)
called the cup product, defined for all spaces X . It is defined as follows. For 
a singular n-simplex tr in X  and 0 <  i <  n, let Fr'tr e  S,(.Y) he the map a 
restricted to the front ¿-face of A "  and BkV Ç S,(.Y) be the map a  restricted 
to the back i-face of A ". The cup product is defined to be bilinear and for 
«  € 5 P(-Y), $ e  Sq(X )  the value of their product a U / i o u a  singular (p +  q)- 
simplex a  is defined to be
<  o U i ,(T  > = <  o , FP’o  > . < / ? ,  Bk’ ir >  .
The cup product is extended linearly to obtain an element in SP+,(.Y). Notice 
that for every degenerate singular (p +  q ( simplex a  in .Y, at least one of Fr^o 
and B kV  is degenerate and thus we obtain also a product
U : C P(X )  x C '(X )  — » C * " (X ) .
2 .2 . The I op era tor
D efinition 2 .2 .1. Let X  be a topological space with a left T  action 4* : 
T  x  X  —* X . Define the operator I: SU(X )  —♦ Sn~l(X )  by
I(x) =  x.v  =  $ ‘ x/v
where v is the singular 1-simplex in T  given by v : [0,1] -*  T , v (t) =  exp(2fftt). 
This operator induces an operator I: C n(X )  —* C " - 1 (.Y).
The operator I is well-defined and functorial with respect to T-equivariaut 
maps.
P roposition  2 .2 .2 . I2 =  0.
Proof o f 2.2.2: Since both S*(.Y) and C m(.Y) are S.(T)-niodules, it suffices to 
show that e2 =  0 €  5a(T ). The multiplication in S .(T ) is given by
S . ( T ) «  S .(T ) S .(T  x T ] A  S .(T )
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where n : S „(T  x T ) —* S„(T ) is induced by the multiplication in T. So 
v.v = /ish(tH8>v) = -/i(.s0v,«i«>)+ /i(.S|t>,«of)
=  -  exp(2)ri(j- +  y)) +  exp(2?ri(y +  x)) =  0 .
P roposition  2 .2 .3. ¿1 +  M =  0.
Proof o f 2.2.8:
d (v  £0 <r) =  dv c*5 <r — v C-0 da  =  —u c*) da
as dv — 0 and so
<  ¿(I«),<r > =  <  6 ($ ma/v),a  >  =  < $ ma/v,da  >  = < 4*a, sh(t> ® da) >  
=  <  $ mn ,—dsh(v (ft a ) >  =  — <  ¿$*a,sh(t> fa a) >
=  — <  ♦ '¿a , sh(v fa a) >  =  <  —¡(¿a ), a >  
whence the result. 12.2.31
Lem m a 2.2 .4 . Let X  be a T -«pace and a  G SP(X ), 0  € Sq(X ). Then 
I (o  U 0 ) =  1(a) U/J +  ( - l ) po U  1(0) .
Proof o f  2.2.4: Let a  €  Sp+,_i(X). Define (u,<r), to be the singular simplex 
(¿p+4. i  . . .  » i . . .  s0v , .s,<r) in sh(t\ a). Then
<  I (a  U 0 ),a  > = <  a  U 0 , $sh(t>,<r) > =
P+9-1
y  ( —1)‘ <  a , $Frp(t»,<r), > <  0, ^Bk^tstr), >  .
1=0
Notice that all the simplexes in the shuffle product for which i <  p  — 1 have 
BkV as their back «/-face; similarly, all the simplexes with i >  p  have Fr'V as 
their front p-face. Therefore
< I(a U 0 ) ,a  > =
£ ( - 1 )' <  > <  H.Bk'a >
P+1-1
+  E  ( —l )4 <  O.FVV > <  Bit*-’ ®), >
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= <  a, ♦sh(t>, Frp ltr) ><  BkV > +( — l)p < a, Frp<7 ><  /3, ♦sh(t>, Bk9 ’ <r) > 
= <  1«, Frp-I<r ><  0,BkV > +( —1)" < « ,  Frp<x >< I0,Bk*-'<r >
=  < I (o ) U fl >  + ( - l ) '< a U l ( /J ) ,< r >  .
2 .3 . C ounterexam ples
D efin ition  2 .3 .1. Define a rorhaiu complex (S*(Af)[[u-1 , u]; ¿t) as follows. 
Let u he an indeterminate of degree 2 and define (S*(.Y)[[u-1 , u])p to be the 
set of the formal power series in u with coefficients in S‘ (X )  which are of 
the form
and />t =  ¿ +  Iu. Then S ’ ( Y)[[u u] is a cochain complex with the differential 
map 6j.
Contrary to the de Rham case of [Jones, Petrack 88] the homology of this 
cochain complex differs from the homology o f 5*(.Y)[u-1 , u] even for -Y =  pt 
and is therefore not a suitable extension of localised equivariant cohomology.
E xam ple  2.3.2.
Proof o f  2.S.2: Let us denote the singular n-cochain which maps the constant 
»-simplex into 1 € Z  by Then the operators fi and I act on cochains by
|2.2.4l
w = Î > « \  ». € S - - “'(.V).
Now define
S-(.V)[[U- , ,u] = © (S -(.V )[[u -',u l)"
H (S-(pt; Z )[[u -, ,u ]) =  0 .
Given a 0-cochain
£  fltf/utf-1
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where n, G Z . define m ^ i  =  £J,( — l )Jnaj. Then we obtain
Because of the periodicity this implies that the cohomology is trivial in the
In the same way we can prove H(S*(pt; C)([u *, u]) =  0. Therefore
In case X  =  pt we can obtain the desired result if we replace singular 
cochains by normalised singular cochains. However, we show later that also 
this modification does not give a suitable extension of localised equivariant 
cohomology.
D efinition 2 .3 .3. Define a cochain complex (C*(.Y)[[ti- , ,u]; Ay) to he the 
subcomplex o f $*(X )[[u -1 , u] of those formal power series in u_ l , u which have 
all their coefficients in C*(.Y).
Products can be extended to C ‘ (-Y)[[u-1, u] in a straightforward manner 
as every coefficient in the product series is a finite sum of the coefficients in 
the factors.
C orollary  2 .3 .4. The differential Ay in the graded rtng C '(.Y )[[u_1, u] satis­
fies the Leibniz rule.
Proof o f  2.2.4: This is an immediate consequence o f Lemma 2.2.4 and the fact 
that the operator A satisfies the Leibniz rule. 12.3.41
even degrees. It is easy to see that 0 is the only cocycle of odd degree. 12.3.2 |
H (S -(p t;C )[[u -|, U])? H ( !! - ( l .t ;C ) [ [U- |, U]).
P rop osition  2.3.5.
«•(C-(X;»)[[t,-|,U];iT) = « -« (C 'lX ; *)[[»-'. u]; iT)
Proof o f  2.2.5: Then* is an isomorphism of cochaiu complexes
( c - ( x ) [ [ u - ',u | r  —  ( c - ( X ) [ [ u - ' , « i r a
which maps £ ft»u‘ ► £ a iU ,+I.
Because of C "(p t) =  0 for n >  0 we obtain 
E xam ple 2 .3 .6.
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In other words H(C’ (pt; /?)[[u-1 , u]; ¿t) — u-1 R).
Next we show that even this modified complex of power series in u_ l , u does 
not agree with loc alised equivariant cohomology on homogeneous T-spares. In 
Chapter 1 we have seen that u-1 H f(X : Z  ) ^  0. if .Y is a homogeneous T  spare 
such that T  does not art freely on it.
Proposition 2.3.7. If X T =  0 . then
for a  €  5 i(X ) . By roustrurtiou we have 1(a) =  1 € C°(-Y). By the Leibniz 
rule we have
where (¿ a )"  denotes the u-fold rup product of he,. The ( —l)-rorhaiu
is such that At7 =  1 6 C*(-Y)((u-1 , u]. For u> €  C*(-Y)([u-', u) such that 
h-pA> =  0 we have
fl (C- (Jf; l f ) [ [u-, ,u ] ; < T ) = 0 .
Proof o f 2 .S.7: Define a  € C '(-Y ) by
I(aU(/>a)") = (¿a)"
¿(a  U (¿a )” ) =  (* « ) '
7 =  £ ( - ! ) " «  U (£a)"u  "  ' e  C*(-Y)((u ',u ]
n>0
¿t (7u>) =  u>.
Chapter 3
Local approach
As we have seen in the previous chapter the naive approach to extend localised 
equivariant cohomology to infinite dimensional spaces by using formal power 
series fails. We need some sort of Mayer-Vietoris principle to re-assemble the 
local cohomological information to obtain a global cohomology for which the 
fixed point theorem is true. The method of doing this is to reformulate localised 
equivariaut cohomology on compact T-pairs as the cohomology of appropri­
ate differential graded sheaves and extend this theory to infinite dimensional 
spaces in a suitable way to obtain some sort of Mayer-Vietoris principle for 
DG sheaves. This can be done in a standard manner if the DG sheaves are 
bounded below, e.g. [Griffiths, Harris 78], but the DG sheaves which we ob­
tain are not bounded below. Therefor«* we have to modify the standard DG 
sheaf cohomology and this is what we do in the next chapter. It turns out 
that the modified DG sheaf cohomology gives the correct fixed point theorem 
as well as Milnor’s additivity property.
In this chapter we «lefiue Cecil c«>hon»»logy o f DG presheaves in Section 3.2. 
In Section 3.3 we show that localise«! equivariant cohomology «>f “nice” T-pairs 
is isomorphic to the Cech cohomology of certain DG presheaves. In Sectitm
3.4 we assume there exists a completed cohomology theory of DG sheaves 
with certain properties which we list and we define Jones-Petrack cohomology 
using this completed cohomology of DG sheaves. Then we show how all the 
desired properties of Jones-Petrack «'«»homology are a formal consequence of 
the properties o f the complete cohomol<»gy of DG sheaves which is constructed 
in Chapter 4.
We think of sheaves as preslieav«*s with spe«'ial properties. All spaces we 
consider are assum«*d to be metrisable.
24
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3.1. P relim in aries  on  presheaves and sheaves
D efinition 3 .1 .1 . Let R be a ring. A presheaf C  o f R-modules on a spare X  is 
a routravariaut functor from the category o f open subsets of X  and inclusions 
to the category o f R-modules.
We only consider presheaves £  such that £ (0 ) =  0.
D efinition 3 .1 .2 . Let £  and M  be two presheaves on a spare .Y. A presheaf 
homomorphism ! • : £ —* M  is a natural transformation of functors.
D efin ition  3 .1 .3 . Let £  be a presheaf on a space X  and M  a presheaf on a 
space Y. Let /  : „Y —► Y  be a map. Then a pre.she.af homomorphism k over 
f  is a collection o f homomorphisms ku : M (t /)  —* L ( f~ xU), one for each open 
subset U in Y , such that for all open sets V  C U the diagrams
M (C ) t ( / - ' C )
1  l
M (V ) - i i .  C ( f - 'V )
commute. Here the vertical arrows are restriction homomorphisms.
D efinition 3 .1 .4 . Let X  be a topological space and R a ring. A differ­
ential graded presheaf (£*, d) o f /{-modules on X  is a sequence £ " , n €  Z  of 
presheaves o f  /{-modules together with a sequence of presheaf homomorphisms 
* / : £ " —► £ " +l such that dd =  0. A DG presheaf homomorphism km : L m —* JVt" 
is a sequence o f  presheaf homomorphisms kn : £ "  —* M " which commute with 
the differentials in <C* and M*, respectively. If <C* and M* are DG presheaves 
on X  and respectively, a DG presheaf homomorphism k* over f  is a collec­
tion kn : M "  —* <C" of homomorphisms o f presheaves over /  which commute 
with the differential morphisms in the respective DG presheaves.
D efin ition  3 .1 .5 . Let £  be a presheaf of /{-modules on X  and s  a point in 
X .  Then the /{-module
£ ,  =  l im £ (l0
0 9*
is called the stalk o f £  at x.
The stalk o f  a DG presheaf £* at x  is the sequence £ "  together with the 
induced homomorphisms d : £ "  —* £ " + l.
Let f  : X  —* Y  be a map. A  a presheaf on ,Y, B a  presheaf on Y  ami 
Jb : ®  —» A  a presheaf homomorphism over / .  Then k induces a family of 
homomorphisms
k, ■ ®/(*) — * -A*
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for every x €  X  obtained by
lim 'B(V) l i m  A l f - ' V ) — ► lim ./l(i/)-V3/<*) l-'ViM <’ ** '
Definition 3.1.6. Let „Y be a topological space and R  a ring. A preslieaf L  
of f?-modules on X  is a sheaf if it satisfies the following two properties.
• Zero is the only locally trivial element: Let { V*-;» 6 . / }  be a family of open 
sets with U, Vi =  U and let 7  €  <C(U) be such that 7 ^  =  0 for every i € J . 
Then 7 =  0 €  &(U).
• Collation property: Let { V, \ i G J ]  be a family of open sets with Ui V  =  U 
and let 7, €  £ ( V,) be such that 7i|yinVj =  7>|vinty for every pair i , j  €  J. 
Then there exists an element 7  € <C(U) such that 7 |v, =  7,.
D efinition 3.1.7 . A differential graded sheaf (£ #, d) of 7?-modules on -Y is a 
DG presheaf o f /?-modules such that every presheaf n 6 Z , is a sheaf.
Every presheaf < auonically induces a sheaf which is usually called the as­
sociated sheaf of the presheaf. This is done in the following way. Let <C be 
a presheaf on a space .Y. For an element t €  C(t^) let [f], € for x  €  U, 
be the element in the stalk o f <C over x, determined by the direct limit o f the 
restrictions of t. For every open subset U o f X  define an /?-module Ju*(U) to 
be the set of functions
,-.v~  l j .c,
such that
• s(x) € L x for every x € U;
• for every x € U, there exists an open neighbourhood V  of x, V  C U, and 
an element t €  <C(V) such that s(y) =  [<j„ 6 &v for every y 6 V.
The /?-modules L +(U), for all open subsets U in -Y. and the natural restrictions 
define a sheaf <C+ on X ,  called the sheaf associated to the presheaf L.
Every presheaf homomorphism over a map induces a sheaf homomor­
phism of the associated sheaves over the same map. The same is true for 
DG presheaves. DG sheaves and their homomorphisms.
We do not consider the categories of sheaves as subcategories of presheaves, 
however. The following definitions for sheaves do not agree with the corre­
sponding ones for presheaves.
Definition 3.1 .8 . Let <C be a subsheaf o f a sheaf M . The quotient sheaf Q is 
the sheaf associated to the preslieaf
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Definition 3.1.9. Let us call a sequence o f presheaf homomorphisms ou X  
exact if it gives au exact sequeuce of module homomorphisms for each open 
set of X . We call a sequeuce of sheaf homomorphisms exact if the induced 
sequences of stalks are all exact sequences of modules.
There is another characterisation of sheaf homomorphisms over maps.
Definition 3.1.10. Let f  : X  —* Y  he a map and C  be a sheaf on Y. Then 
/ eS. the pull-back o f £  by / ,  is the sheaf associated to the presheaf on -V 
defined by
U *-* lim £.( V)
V2/(!’)
for U open subsets of X ,  where the limit is over all open sets V  in Y  containing 
f(U ). The pull-back o f a DG sheaf is defined similarly and is again a DG sheaf.
Let f  : X  —* Y  and let £  and M  be sheaves on X  and Y , respectively. 
Then there is a bijective correspondence between the sheaf homomorphisms 
M  —* £  over /  and the liomomorphisms / aM  —► £  o f sheaves on X .  The same 
is true for DG sheaves and DG sheaf homomorphisms.
We shall need also the following notions associated to a DG sheaf.
Definition 3.1.11. Let £* be a DG sheaf and let 3C" =  Ker(rf : £'* —» £ ',+1) 
and B " =  Im(d : £ " -1 —* £ " ) .  The sheaf 9 i"  associated to the quotient 
presheaf X u/3" is called the cohomology sheaf o f degree n o f £*. We call “K*. 
with the trivial differential, the cohomology DG sheaf o f £".
The stalk of the cohomology DG sheaf !K# o f  a DG sheaf £* at any point 
x e  X  is
w ; =  H(£,:).
Definition 3.1.12. Let £* and M* be DG sheaves on X  and <t> : £ # —* M* a 
DG sheaf homomorphism so that <f> induces an isomorphism of the respective 
cohomology DG sheaves. Then we call <t> a quasi-isomorphism o f DG sheaves.
Definition 3.1.13. The cohomological dimension, cd X , of a space X  over a 
ring R is defined in the following way. We say ccLY < n if H m(X\>C) =  0 
for any sheaf L  o f A-modules on X  and any positive integer m >  n. We say 
that a pair (X , A) has finite cohomological dimension if the space X  has finite 
cohomological dimension.
Every subspare of a metrisable space with finite cohomological dimension 
has finite rohomological dimension [Godemeut 58, p. 196]. If a T-spare has 
finite cohomological dimension, so has its orbit space [Quillen 71, p. 572].
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3.2. C e ch  coh om olog y  o f  D G  presheaves
III this section we define tech  cohomology of DG presheaves. We prove several 
properties o f Cech cohomology in Appendix A.
Definition 3.2 .1 . A double complex C  is a family
{C ” iP, f € Z >
of modules with two families
6 ; Cpq - »  C p+iq, d : C pq — Cpq+'
of module homomorphisms, defined for all integers p  and </ and such that
3.2.2. 66 =  0, 6d =  d6, dd =  0.
Sometimes we call 6 the horizontal differential and d the vertical differential.
A homomorphism /  : C| —* C j of double complexes is a homomorphism 
of bigraded modules, of degree 0 , with f6  — 6 f  and fd  =  df.
Let X  be a topological space, let U =  {Uj\j €  J )  be an open covering of 
_Y and define
v— = n
for ji €  J-
Definition 3 .2 .3 . Let il  =  {Ui’, « €  J } be an open covering o f a space .Y and 
£* a differential graded presheaf of Æ-modules ou .Y. Then we can construct a 
double complex C*(U;£*) of Cech cochains with coefficients in the differential 
graded presheaf XI* by:
C 'U IjjC * ) »  I ]
(•o..«,)«•/*+'
For 7 €  C p(il; L q) we denote its component in <C, ({/,0 lp ) by ~i(U,0...,p) to  make 
its dependence on the open covering «dear. The differentials are
6 : C p(U;jC«) -*  Cp+l(iX\Lq)
defined by
1=0
„ .) K
for 7 6 anil
d : C ' ( U ; t ' )  -> C '(U ;C , +')
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determined by d : L q —» <C,+1. The subcomplex
C '(U ;£ ’ ) =  {7 € =  Mgn(«h(Vi0..jJ>
where r is a permutation of { 0, . . .  , is railed the subcomplex of alternating 
cochaim*.
We prove iu Appendix A  (Lemma A. 1.2) that the inclusion
C “(il; <C") — ► C*(U; £*)
induces an isomorphism in cohomology.
Another way o f describing alternating Cech cochains with coefficients in a 
(D G ) presheaf is as follows. Choose an order iu the covering U. Then
< ? '(U ;.C ')=  I I
•0<*l < --<*p
To the double complex C *(il; £,*) we ran associate a single complex T =  
STotC*(U; £*). railed the total complex' of the double complex, defined by
T "  =  0  CP(U; £ ’ )
and the differential D : T" —* T ’,+' is defined by
D ( * ) - * ( * )  +  ( -  l)»d(x)
for x  €  Cp(U ;i:«).
D efin ition  3.2.4. Cech cohomology o f U and £,* is defined as 
tf*(U; £,*) =  H(STot(C*(U; £ * ))) .
Let f  : X  —* Y  be a map. L* a DG presheaf on .Y, M* a DG presheaf on 
Y  and k* : M* —► -C* a DG presheaf homomorphism over / .  Then k* induces 
a morphism of double complexes
: C *(U ;M *) — ► C * ( /_IU ;£ *)
and a homomorphism
** : /¡T"(U;M*) — ► ^ * ( / - , U;C*).
Let us return to the DG presheaf L* on -Y. Let 2J be a refinement of the 
covering U. Iu this case we can chtrose a function, called projection, rr : —* LI 1
1 We use thr iiiiiisuaI notation STot for the totalisation operator because we shall intro­
duce another totalisation operator later on.
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such that V C ir(V) for every V £ 53. Such a projection induces a morphism 
of double complexes
for 7 £ C P(U; .C'1) and £  53. We shall show in Appendix A (Lemma A. 1.1) 
that any two projections from 53 to ll induce cochain homotopic morphisms 
of the associated total complexes.
Therefore for every refinement 53 of U there is a well-defined morphism in 
cohomology, independent of the projections:
The relation being a refinement makes the set of open coverings of X  into a 
direct system, therefore we can define
Let k• : M* —» be a DG presheaf homomorphism over f  : X  —* Y.
where the vertical arrows are the double complex homomorphisms km *. Thus 
we obtain a homomorphism
where the direct limit is over the open coverings U o f Y .
Let us mention another property of Cech cohomology, the exact sequence 
of a pair.
Let X  be a space and A  a closed subset in X .  I f <C* is a DG presheaf on 
X , we can define the following DG presheaves.
X : -*  < ?*(« ;£• )
defined by
( » 7 ) ( K . . ^ ) - 7 (r(Vi, ) n . . . n 1r(Vi>>)) |Vj# ,,
#*(53
R m(X ',£ f)  *  U m /r*(U ;£ *).
Let U and 53 be open coverings o f Y  such that 53 is a refinement of U and let 
it : 53 —► il be a projection. Then there is a commutative diagram
C*(U; 3VC) 
i
- i *  C*(53;M *)
i
53: jC«)
k‘ : #*(>'; M*) —  lim /T '(/“ 'U; £*) — ► H’(X\L9)
0 if U n  A  ?  0
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Thés«* DG presheaves form a short exact se<iuence
0 -*  ^(X.A) — * *-* ----* ■‘-XIA “ * 0 •
Therefore they induce a long exact sequence in Cecil cohomology as w«* show 
by the next proposition.
P rop osition  3 .2 .5. For every short exact sequence
0 — -C* -*  M* -*  Q* -♦ 0
o f DG presheaves on a space X  there exists the associated long exact sequence
° f
Proof o f  S.2.5: For every open set U in X  the sequence of complexes
0 -► L*(U) — M *(U) — Q•([/) -*  0
is by definition exact. Ther«*fore, for every open covering U, we obtain a short 
exact sequence
0 -  C*(U; £ ’ ) -  C*(U; M*) — C*(U; Q#) -  0
and a short exact sequence o f total complexes. Applying the homology functor 
gives the long exact sequence o f — ). With the direct limit process we
obtain the long exact sequence of Hm(X\ — ). 13.2.51
3 .3 .  L o c a l i s e d  e q u iv a r ia n t  c o h o m o l o g y  o n  c o m p a c t a
In this section we show that localise«! equivariant cohomology of nice compact 
T-pairs can be expressed as Cech cohomology o f certain DG presheaves.
The generalised Mayer-Vietoris exact setjuence o f singular cocliaius is usu­
ally described as follows. Let X  be a space, LI =  { { / „ ; «  6 •/} an open cov ­
ering o f X .  Singular simplexes which li«* in a member of the covering U are 
called U-small. We denote by Sÿ(.Y) the cochain complex of those singular 
cochaius which are zero on all singular simplexes which are not U-small. Let 
f  : S y (X ) —» n«ev 5*(i/a) be the restriction homomorphism
7 •-» Ç 7 lt/o , •
Choose an order in the indexing family ./ o f the covering U. Then there is an 
exact secpience
0 -  s;(.v) a  n «•<«,) -i. n S‘<c„,„, ) -i. n i  • • •
a0£j t»0<«l «0<O|<c»ï
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where 6 is the Cecil differential. This holds for singular cochains with any ring 
of coefficients.
Assume now that X  is a T-space and that U is a finite, invariant, ordered 
covering of X  with n elements. Because Z [u ,u _l] is a free Z-module and U is 
finite, the following sequence is also exact.
We can reformulate this in terms o f alternating Cedi cochains with coefficients 
in DG presheaves as follows.
The functor
for U open invariant subsets o f a T-space X  is a DG presheaf on the orbit 
space X / T . However, as it intrinsically depends on X ,  we prefer to think of 
it as an object on X  and call it equivariant DG presheaf on X . Similarly we 
shall call DG sheaves on X / T , all o f which will depend on X , equivariant DG 
sheaves on X .  Note that if the T-space X  is metrisable. so is the orbit space
D efinition 3 .3 .2 . Let .Y be a T-space and let dm be the differential in the 
DG presheaf S*( —). We define an equivariant DG presheaf (3**,rf) on A’  by
T (U )  =  S’ (U) c-o Z [u ,u -1]
for any invariant open subset U o f X , with the differential d =  d" -f  In.
Notice that this DG presheaf is not bounded below. When we need to 
indicate the underlying space o f this equivariant DG presheaf we shall write it
*■ j v
Our first aim in this section is to prove the following theorem.
T h eorem  3.3 .3 . There is an isomorphism
to equivariant maps.
As the operator I also commutes with the Cecil differential we can write 
the exact sequence 3.3.1 as
0 s;(X )| u , u - ')  — C°(U : 3 ») -i. C '(U : 3 ») i  3 » ) i  ■ ■ ■ .3.3 .4.
0 -  s ;< X )  M z[u , u -'i - u  © s - ( C 0  »  Z [U, « - ']  - i -
3.3.1.
t -^ S - (U ,.2... „)(S Z|u, u - ,l - . 0
U  5 ‘ (£/)[u, u-1]
X/T.
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Lemma 3.3.5. There is a canonical isomorphism
f : u ~ 'H j ( X \ Z ) *  H m(U \V )
for any T -space X  and finite invariant open covering U o f X .
Proof o f  S.S.5: Since il  is finite, the exact sequence 3.3.4 implies that the dif­
ferential ¿> in the double complex C '(U ; T*) is exact. Therefore, by a standard 
double complex argument, every element [£] of degree p  in H(STot£*(U: T*)) 
can be represented by an element £ €  C°(ii; 7 P) such that df =  0 and =  0.
Because of the latter £ =  f(C ) for some element 6  (5^(.Y)[u, such
that d(f =  0. Thus
is surjective. To show that f  is also injective note that if f{rj) =  (d +  ¿)0  
for a cocycle g in 5J(X)[u , u_ l] imd an element 0  G C °(U :3>#). then 6<t> =  0. 
Therefore 0 = c(0') for some 0 ' € 5 j(X )[u , u-1] and as f(d<t>') =  f(r/) and f  is 
injective, we conclude g =  d<t>'. To show that the inclusion
induces an isomorphism in cohomology consider the exact sequence
0 -  S‘u(X ) S -(X ) -  Q ‘  -*  0.
As the inclusion S y(X ) *—» S '(X )  induces an isomorphism in cohomology, the 
cohomology of Q ' is trivial.By the same double complex argument also the 
cohomology of (Q*[u, u-1], Hq +  Iu) is trivial. The exact sequence
0 S i(X )[U, u-'| S -(X )[o , u - ']  -  y [ u ,  u - 'l  -  u
then implies that the inclusion induces an isomorphism. Thus also the natural 
homomorphism e : S*(-Y)[u, u-1] — ► STotC*(U; T*) induces an isomorphism 
H (S*(X )[u ,u -1]) 5? #*(U ;3>#). By [Jones 87, §5] we obtain the desired iso­
morphism. 13.3.51
Proof o f  S.S.S: Let X  be a compact T-space and let 5J be a finite, invari­
ant open refinement of the covering U of X . Every projection 0 induces a 
homomorphism of the exact sequences
S - ( X ) [ u , t , - 1 ] - U  e ° ( i l ; 3 » )  JU C '( U ;  3*“ )
II i  i
5 -(X )| u ,n -'] - U  C °(9J;3") - i - .
We can write this as a homomorphism of double complexes
C ’ (U\V) — ► £*(«;?•)
which makes the following diagram commutative.
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u - ' f f x W
# ( u : :p*) ---------= ------- ► i / ( 5 j : y )
Since the finite invariant coverings are cofiual in the category of all invari­
ant open coverings, we obtain an isomorphism
f : u-'Hi(X) 3S H‘ (.Y;tP*).
To show that these isomorphisms are natural let us first consider how equiv- 
ariant maps induce homomorphisms in Cecil cohomology.
Let /  : -Y —> Y  be an equivariant map between compact T-spaces .V and 
Y . The pull-back of singular cochaius induces an equivariant DG presheaf 
homomorphism iP*. We obtain a morphism of exact sequences
S -(K )[« ,u - '|  -1 *  C °(U ;Ty) -L ,  C ‘ (U;:PJ) - i -  • • ■
i  i  1
S -(JO (u ,u -1| - i -  C '( /- 'U ;3 > J )
for any finite invariant open covering 11 of Y.
This homomorphism induces the following commutative diagram.
1 1
u - 'H i (X )  Si H -(f- 'U \ V x )
These diagrams are compatible with projections to refinements o f the invariant 
open coverings and because X  and Y  are compact, we obtain a commutative 
diagram
u -'H i (Y )  S  H '( Y , r y )
1 1
u - 'H i lJ f )  Si
Now we extend this isomorphism of functors to nice T-pairs.
D efinition 3 .3 .6. A T-pair (X , A ) with A  a closed subspace of X  is called 
admissible, if it has the following property. If U is a family of invariant open 
sets in X  which covers A , then there exists an invariant open neighbourhood 
E  o f A and an equivariaut deformation retraction
D, : E  - »  £ ,  for t €  (0,1] 
such that Dq =  Id#, D\ =  r : E  —* A  and
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• for every subset B  in A  the restriction D, |r->(fi) *s an equivariant defor­
mation retraction of r~ '(B ) onto B
• for every point x  £ A  there exists an invariant open neighbourhood Vz of 
x  in A  with r ” '(V*) C  Ux for some Ux € U.
Example: Any smooth T-pair (X , A) such that A  has an invariant tubular 
neighbourhood in X , in particular every compact smooth T-pair is admissible.
Definition 3.3 .7 . For a T-pair (X , A ) we define an equivariant DG presheaf
V x .a) ou x  *>y
for any invariant open subset U o f X ,  and an equivariant differential graded 
presheaf
for any invariant open subset U o f X .
These equivariant DG presheaves are natural in the following sense. Ev­
ery T-map /  : (X , A ) —* (Y, B )  induces an equivariaut DG presheaf homomor­
phism /*  : - »  ?\x,A) ovrT f '  K‘ven by
where denotes the pull-back o f the singular cochain 4>, by the map / .  This 
assignment is functorial, i.e. (g f  )* =  f*g*.
We want to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.8. On the category o f  compact admissible T -pairs and T -maps 
there is an isomorphism o f  functors
Proof o f 8.8.8: Let us consider a compact admissible T-pair (X , A) now. Let 
U be a finite invariant open covering of X  such that
n , ■ r ir,B){U ) —  r iXA)i r ‘ u ) ,  £  «  E
* : u - 'H i (X ,A )  —
E= U V
I/€U
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equivariantly deformation retracts onto A  by an equivariaut retraction r and 
u  e  u ,u r\  A ?  9 => u  =  r - '(U  n  A).
Let us call such a covering U o f X  an ideal covering o f the compact admissible 
T-pair (A', A) and let us call E  the ideal neighbourhood of A associated to U. 
It is easy to see that every compact admissible T-pair admits arbitrarily fine 
ideal coverings.
We have the following morphism of short exact sequences of cochain com­
plexes
S -(E )[u ,u~ '] -  S -(X ) (u ,u*'l -  H o m (S .(* ) /S .(£ ) ;Z )[u 1u - ,l
i i I
STotC*(U;iP^|<4) « -  STotC*(U ;0^) « -  STotC*(U;07Xi>l))
where the vertical arrows have targets in the nontrivial components of the re­
spective C°. The middle vertical arrow induces an isomorphism in cohomology. 
To see that the induced homomorphisms
« - ' « ; ( £ ) -  J C ( U ;n W)
are isomorphisms define tl; to be the subset of those elements of U which meet 
A  uontrivially. Because il ' is a finite invariant open covering of E  Lemma 3.3.5 
implies that this homomorphism is the isomorphism
u - 'H i (E )  3  7*e ) =
By 5-lemma applied to the induced morphism of the long exact sequences we 
obtain an isomorphism
u -'H % X ,E ) ^
and by homotopy invariance the natural homomorphism
f  : u - ‘ N } ( J C M ) -.# -(U ; !P fJt,J))
is an isomorphism.
Remark: Notice that if the ideal neighbourhood E  in the short exact 
sequence above is replaced by a larger ideal neighbourhood E\ o f A, we obtain 
a similar morphism of short exact sequences
S ‘ (E ,) [u ,u - ']  S -(JO [ii,u -'] -  H om (S .(X )/S .(E ,);Z )[u ,u -'|
I l l
-  ST<itC‘ ( U: ) -  STutr-{U:3>;Xill).STotC*(U; y\ \ A )
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This short exact sequence induces an isomorphism o f long exact sequences and 
the inclusion (X ,E )  •—* (X , E\) induces a morphism of commutative diagrams 
as above.
Let U| and tlj be ideal coverings of (X , A ) such that il2 is a refinement 
of Ui. Let E\ and £ 2 be the ideal neighbourhoods of A  associated to U) and 
U2, respectively. Then it follows from the remark above that we obtain a 
commutative diagram
Sm(X , E i)[u ,u -1] — ►
1 1
STotC*(Ui; yfx,A)) —  STotC '(U j ; 37M | ).
Both vertical arrows induce isomorphisms in cohomology and so does the upper 
horizontal one. Therefore the projection homomorphisms on such coverings 
induce isomorphisms in Cecil cohomology. We define
H ‘ (X , A\ r {X'A)) =  Urn H-(U, 7 [X<A))
where the limit is over all invariant open coverings of X .
Then the natural homomorphisms f  induce an isomorphism
Let /  : (X , A) —» (Y, B ) be a T-m ap between two compact admissi­
ble T-pairs. Let 11 be an ideal covering o f the pair (Y ,B ) and E  the ideal 
neighbourhood o f B  associated to U. Then we can represent u- 1 Hx( Y, B ) by 
Sm(Y, £ ')[», u-1]. If is an ideal covering o f  (X , A ) such that 5J is a refinement 
of / _IU, then the following diagram commutes
where the downwards pointing maps are the natural homomorphisms r. As the 
two homomorphisms f  induce isomorphisms into the direct limits, this implies 
that the cohomology homomorphisms induced by /•  and /*  commute with 
the isomorphisms r and thus the isomorphisms r determine an isomorphism of 
functors. 13.3.81
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3.4. Jones-P etrack  coh om olog y
Iu this section we discuss Jones-Petrack cohomology with integer coefficients. 
As we have shown iu Section 1.5 localised equivariant cohomology does not 
satisfy Miluor’s additivity property. Therefore we want to construct an equiv- 
ariaut cohomology, called Jones-Petrack cohomology, which
• agrees with localised equivariant cohomology on compact admissible T- 
pairs with finite cohomological dimension
• satisfies Miluor's additivity property.
Because the equivariant DG sheaves with which we expressed localised 
equivariant cohomology on nice compact pairs are not bounded below. Cecil 
DG sheaf cohomology H ‘ ( —;£ * ) on infinite dimensional spaces does not 
have the properties we need. Therefore we use the completed cohomology 
H’ (.Y ;£ * ), o f DG sheaves, which is constructed in Chapter 4 and satisfies the 
following axioms.
List of axioms 3.4.1.
(a) H '(X \ C )  is fuuctorial with respect to DG sheaf homomorphisms over 
maps and there is a natural map
k : — ► H ’ ( X X U).
(b) On every compart space with finite cohomological dimension 2 *the natural 
map k is an isomorphism.
(c) For every closed subset A  o f .V and a DG sheaf on -V there is a long 
exact sequence o f a pair as follows.
--------- . . H -(X ;C x - )  —  H - (X X \ ^ )
► H ‘ * x(X\ * ■ ■ •
These exact sequences are fuuctorial.
The restriction to the closed subspace A  induces an isomorphism
(d) Let <f> : ,C* —> M* be a quasi-isomorphism of DG sheaves on -V, i.e. a 
homomorphism which induces an isomorphism of the induced cohomology 
DG sheaves. Then <t> induces an isomorphism iu the completed cohomology
H ' ( X X 9) Sf H m(X \ M * ) .
2The condition that the spares he compart is in fart nnneressary, but we on
prove the assertion in this rase.
ily need and
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(e) Let <C# be a DG sheaf on .V. Then the inclusions
i , : X — * X x / ,  i,(x ) =  (x ,t )  
for t =  0 ,1  6 /  induce the same homomorphism
H m(X  x  I , C* x  I )  — ► H '( X X ' )
where £* X /  is the pull-back DG sheaf on X  X /  induced by the projection 
X  x  I  — X .
(f) Let £• be a DG sheaf on X  and let U be an open subset of X  such that 
the associated cohomology DG sheaf IK* of £* is trivial on U. Then the 
inclusion of X  — U in -V induces an isomorphism
(g) Let X\  be a family of spaces and let £* be a DG sheaf on X *. Then the 
inclusions of X\ into their disjoint union induces an isomorphism
Remark: Cecil cohomology of DG sheaves satisfies all these axioms except 
for 3.4.1(d), 3.4.1(f) and 3.4.1(g), which need not be true on spaces with infinite 
cohomological dimension. One could prove this directly using [Godement 58]. 
We shall not do this, however, as this will follow from the facts that the 
completed cohomology satisfies these properties (Chapter 4) and that it agrees 
with Cecil cohomology of DG sheaves on spaces with finite cohomological 
dimension (we will show this in Theorem A.3.1 for compact finite dimensional 
spaces only).
Let (X ,  A) be a T-pair and let y\x,A) the equivariant DG presheaf as 
defined in Definition 3.3.7. Let S*x ^  be the equi variant DG sheaf associated 
to Ay Then Jones-Petrack cohomology o f (X , A) with coefficients in Z  is
To every equivariaut map /  : (X , A) —» (Y, B ) we assign the equivariaut DG 
sheaf homomorphism /*  : —* 8*X /4) over /  induced by the pull-back
equivariaut DG preslieaf homomorphism f*  : —* y\x,A) oV**r /• Because
of Axiom  3.4.1(a) this determines a functor from the category o f  admissible 
T-pairs into the category of graded Z-modules.
For a ring R and an admissible T-pair (X , A ) let &'x ,a-.H) to *,e t l^<* e<lu*v‘ 
ariaut DG sheaf associated to the equivariaut DG preslieaf on X  defined by
f r ( X ; £ * ) 2i Hm(X -U \ L * \ x .u ) .
\ \ \
h-r {X ,A - .Z )= m .\ :S ‘ XJi)).
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for any invariant open subset U o f  X .  Dehue
h-r (X ,A ;R )  =  H (X , S;XtAiH)) .
Lem m a 3.4 .2. There is an isomorphism o f functors
u~lH j(X ,  A) 55 hmr(X,A)
on the. category o f  compact admissible T  -pairs with finite cohomological dimen­
sion and equivariant maps.
Proof o f 3-4-2: In Appendix A we prove that
/ r ( x - .r lx ,A)) =  / r (x - .s ;X i ) ).
Therefore this lemma follows directly from Theorem 3.3.8 and Axiom 3.4.1(b).
13.4.21
P roposition  3 .4 .3. Let (X , A ) be an admissible T -pair. The inclusion i : 
A » -Y induces a homomorphism i* : S* —* o f equivariant DG sheaves
over i which can be factorised as follows
where the morphism S\ —» is the natural projection and the morphism
l* is a quasi-isomorphism (i f  we regard a ^ G  sheaf on A).
Proof o f 3.4-3: Let us show that i* is a quasi-isomorphism. The equivariaut 
DG sheaf homomorphism i* over i is induced by the equivariaut DG presheaf 
homomorphism over i given by
incPy : Sm(U)[u,u-'\ — Sm(UnA)[u,u~'].
If the pair (X , A ) is admissible, every point a € A has arbitrarily small in­
variant neighbourhoods U in X  such that incl* induces an isomorphism in 
cohomology and therefore the induced homomorphism
H(C) =  H(0 : H ((S iM).) —  H((8‘ ).)
is an isomorphism. 13.4.31
T heorem  3.4 .4. The functor h \ (X ,A ) on the category o f admissible T -pairs 
is an equivariant cohomology theory satisfying Milnor's additivity axiom.
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Proof o f  3 .4 .4 : For the exact sequence of a pair observe that by Axiom 3.4.1(c) 
of the completed DG sheaf cohomology we have a long exact sequence which is 
almost the »me requested, the only difference being that we have H"(A:8*X\A) 
instead o f h j(A ). But Proposition 3.4.3 and Axiom  3.4.1(d) of the completed 
DG sheaf cohomology imply that the natural restriction homomorphism in­
clined by the inclusion A t-* X  provides us with an isomorphism
H’ (A\ S'XM) -SU h’r (A).
This isomorphism is natural with respect to the homomorphisms over maps: 
If /  : (X , -4) —► (Y , B ) is a map of T-pairs the commutative diagrams
S -(C )[u ,u - 'l -£• s - ( / - , ( C ) ) K « - , l
n n
'iH s-(/-,(C)n/»)|u,u-,l
imply that the following diagram of equivariant DG sheaf homomorphisms is 
commutative.
8* |B
r t
8 l u
‘ * 1
8»
(/U)»
8 ’A
Axiom 3.4.1(c) and the identification of ¿ / ’ (A ; S * ^ ) with Hm(A ; 84 ) via the 
isomorphism induced by the quasi-isomorphism t* provide us with the long 
exact sequences o f admissible T-pairs and these long exact sequences are func- 
torial with respect to maps of admissible T-pairs.
For the equivariant homotopy invariance notice that the projection jt : 
X  X /  —» X  induces an equivariaut DG sheaf homomorphism over it
** : — * SXx/
(or, in the relative case tt* : —» S * x/|Ax/) w^ich factorises through the
pull-back DG sheaf x I  =  ir^S*). The induced inclusion of equivariant 
DG sheaves on X  X I
*• : 8 W  —  8x x # 
is a quasi-isomorphism as the inclusion
e s - (C ) [u ,u - '| - .s -(C  x / ) ( « ,» - ']
induces an isomorphism in cohomology for any invariant open subset U in X  
(and similarly in the relative case). Thus Axiom s 3.4.1(d) and 3.4.1(e) imply 
that the projection ir induces canonical isomorphisms
hmr (X )  =  h'T(X  x I ) , h'T(X , A ) =  hmT(X  x  I ,  A x  I ) .
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The excision property holds by Axiom  3.4.1(f) and the fart that is 
trivial outside A.
Milnor's additivity property is a direct consequence o f Axiom 3.4.1(g).
tim
3.5. T he fixed point th eorem
Jones-Petrack cohomology satisfies the following fixed point theorem. 
T heorem  3 .5 .1 . Let X  be a space with a given circle action such that (.Y, F) 
is an admissible pair, where. F  =  „YT is the fixed point set. Let R  be a ring 
such that if  X  has an orbit with 2t/n as its isotropy subgroup, then n~l 6 R. 
Then the restriction homomorphism
hmr (X ;R )  — ► hj(F\ R)
is an isomorphism.
Proof o f 8.5.1: For every nou-fixed point orbit in this space we have 
Hj(T.x\ R) =  0 for n /  0. If U is an invariant neighbourhood which equivari- 
antly retracts onto such an orbit, then
R) =  H(Sm(U\ /?)[u, u "1]) =  0.
As every orbit has arbitrarily fine invariant neighbourhoods which equivari- 
autly retract onto it, we have =  0, for every uon-fixed point x  and the 
cohomology DG sheaf IK* of SV Thus, by Axiom 3.4.1(f), we can excise the 
uou-fixed points. By Proposition 3.4.3 we obtain the result. 13.5.11
For nice spaces with trivial circle action we can calculate the Jones-Petrack 
cohomology explicitly.
Lem m a 3 .5 .2 . Let X  be a locally contractible space with the trivial circle 
action and let R  be a ring. Then
h $ (X ;R )  35 J J j f -+ * (X ;r t ) .
•Cl
Proof o f 8.5.2: The DG sheaf homomorphism corresponding to  the DG 
presheaf inclusion
is a quasi-isomorphism and therefore induces an isomorphism in the completed 
DG sheaf cohomology. The completed DG sheaf cohomology o f the constant 
DG sheaf R f1 =  R,J$i,+ l =  0 is the tensor product of the graded algebras
H '(X .R )  S[[u, «-■]).
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This lemma and the fixed point theorem show that Jones-Petrack cohomol­
ogy with coefficients in C is isomorphic to the complete«! periodic equivariant 
cohomology of [Jones, Petrack 90].
3.6. D e R ham  version
Let X  he a smooth manifold (for the defiuiton of infinite dimensional smooth 
manifolds see [Beggs 87]) with a given action of the circle T . We assume every 
orbit has a neighbourhood which smoothly and equivariantly retracts onto the 
orbit. The assignment
for every invariant open subset U o f X ,  with the differential d +  tu, where i 
is the interior product with the vector field of the circle action, determines an 
e«piivariant DG presheaf. Notice that in case X  is finite dimensional, this is 
in fact an equivariant DG sheaf. In case X  is infinite dimensional, however, 
it tloes not satisfy the collation property and is therefor«* not a DG sheaf. In 
any case let Ji* denote the associated DG sheaf.
If /  : X  —► Y  is a smooth map of T-manifolds, the pull-back of the 
differential forms induces a well-define«l e«juivariant DG sheaf homomorphism 
/•  : over / .
We define the de Rham version of the Joues-Petrack cohomology by 
hmT(X ;C )  =  H '(X ;  **)
au«l the smooth T-maps induce the corresponding homomorphisms via the 
induced homomorphisms of equivariaut DG sheaves over them.
T heorem  3.6 .1. Let X  be a smooth T -manifold and let the fixed points form  
a smooth submanifold F  such that F  has a tubular neighbourhood in X . Then 
the inclusion i : F  *—* X  induces an isomorphism
¡•:h-r (X;C)  —+h'r( F X ) .
Proof o f 3.6.1: The homomorphism i* over i can be factorise«! as follows
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where the homomorphism iR* —» 3?*^ is the uatural projection. The assump­
tion on the retracting neighbourhoods o f orbits implies that every non-tixed 
point orbit x has arbitrarily hue invariant neighbourhoods with trivial lo­
calised equivariant cohomology and so the cohomology of the stalk H( a) 
is trivial. Therefore \ )  —* H “(F ;iR*|p) is an isomorphism by Axiom
3.4.1(f). The assumption that F  has a tubular neighbourhood in .Y implies 
that —► 3?*- is a quasi-isomorphism (as in the proof o f Proposition 3.4.3) 
and therefore induces an isomorphism in the completed DG sheaf cohomology.
Chapter 4
Completed cohomology of DG 
sheaves
We have constructed the desired Jones-Petrack cohomology theory assuming 
we had a suitable cohomology theory of DG sheaves unbounded below. In 
particular we assumed the following properties.
• On compact finite dimensional spaces it agrees with Cecil cohomology of 
DG sheaves.
• It satisfies suitable Eilenberg-Steenrod properties.
• A quasi-isomorphism, i.e. a homomorphism of DG sheaves which induces 
an isomorphism of the associated cohomology sheaves, induces an isomor­
phism in the cohomology.
• It satisfies Milnor’s additivity axiom.
In case of DG sheaves which are bounded below Cecil cohomology of DG 
sheaves satisfies all these properties. This need not be true for DG sheaves 
which are not bounded below if the underlying space is infinite dimensional. In 
this chapter we construct a cohomology theory, which we call completed coho­
mology. for DG sheaves, which has the desired properties. Its disadvantage is 
that on infinite dimensional spaces completed cohomology of DG sheaves with 
all components fine or flabby may not agree with the cohomology of global 
sections.
4 .1 . U nbounded  double  com p lexes
In section 3.2 we defined a double complex. Here we recollect some properties 
o f double complexes needed in the sequel.
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4.1. Unbounded double complexes 4G
Let C  =  (C p* ;6 ,d ) be a double complex. The second cohomology Hu of 
C  is formed with respect to d in the usual way as
H tf(C )  =  H(C p«\d) .
It is a bigraded object with a differential 6 : Hpf  —* H f f iq induced by the 
original 6. In turn its cohomology
is a bigraded object. The first cohomology and the iterateci cohomology 
HnH/C  are defined similarly.
Definition 4.1.1. There are two totalisation operators STot and PTot which 
transform a double complex into a single complex. If C  is a double complex 
then X  =  STot(C) and Y  =  P Tot(C ) are defined by
X "  =  0  C”
P+7="
with boundary map D : X n —» X " +l defined by D (z)  =  f ( x )  +  ( —1 )pd(x) for 
x  € C pq and
Yn = n cpq '
P+q=n
with boundary map D : Y n —* K "+I defined by D (x) =  ¿ (x ) +  ( — l)pd(x) for 
x € C p q.
The commutativity of the differentials implies that D l =  0 in both -V and 
Y.
There is a natural injection
k : STot(C) — ► PTot(C).
We shall only deal with double complexes such that there exists an integer 
pn so that Cp'q =  0 for p <  ¡to ■ Even in this case the two totalisations in 
general do not agree. If there exists also an integer p\ such that Cpq =  0 for 
p  >  pi then the two totalisations agree.
The first filtrations F/ o f  STot(C) and PTot(C) are defined by the sub­
complexes F/,p with
(F,,STot(C))„ = ©  Ch- h and (F,,f PTot(C))„ = n  •
h<p h<p
respectively. The associated spectral sequence of F/ is called the first spectral 
sequence E / o f the double complex (Godemeut 58]. As we shall always use 
only the first spectral sequence, we drop the index from now on. We begin the 
spectral sequence with Epq =  C p,q.
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L em m a  4.1 .2. Let C  =  {C P’, ; f>,d) be. a double, complex such that Cp,q =  0 if 
p <  0. I f  E j(C ) =  0. then H (PT ot«7)) =  0.
P ro o f o f 4.1.2: Let £,• 7i ' 7i G be an u-corycle of the total complex
P T ot(C ). Therefore
¿7o =  0 , ¿7, =  ( - 1 ) '^ + ,
Because of E2 =  0, the d-cocycle 70 6 C°'n is also a d-coboundary, i.e. there 
exists an element «0 €  such that da0 =  7o- Adding —Dn0 =  — +
d )o 0 to £  7, gives a cocycle in PTot(C), coliomologous to 517i. with its C u'"- 
compoueut being trivial. We coutiuue in a similar way:
rf(7i — 6n0) =  0 . ¿(71 — ¿tt0) =  -d y 2
therefore E2 =  0 implies that there exist elements /io €  C 0,n t>i € C l,n 2 
such that
dflo =  0 , Sfi0 — do 1 =  71 — ¿00
Adding -Z )(do  +  a i)  to - ¿ o 0 +  Ei>i 7i K>ves the cocycle - 6« i  +E i>a7. which 
has no C0'" or C 1’" - ’ component. If we continue to construct o , and )1, in this 
way, we obtain £ i>o(°» +  Qi) such that
0 ( £ ( « ,  +  A ) )  =  £ 7, .
[4X 2]
I11 general this is not true if we replace PTot by STot, as we may not be able 
to  obtain a finite sum £ («<  +  /?,) with the above mentioned properties.
L e m m a  4.1.3. Let A and B  be double complexes such that Apq and Bpq are 
trivial whenever p <  0. Let f  : A —* B be an injective homomorphism of double 
complexes such that the induced homomorphism E\(A) —» E\(B) is injective 
and the induced homomorphism E2(A ) —* E2(B ) is bijective. Then f  induces 
an isomorphism H(PTot(A)) —» H(PTot(B)).
P ro o f o f 4-1 .iV: We have a short exact sequence o f double complexes
0 — A — > B  — ► Q  — 0
inducing a short exact sequence of the associated total complexes. On the 
other hand the short exact sequence o f double complexes induces for every 
integer p a long exact sequence
--------- * Apq —  Bf* — » — * AT**' — * • • •
where A*'9 =  E^’9(A ) and similarly for B  and Q. Because A*'9 —* B\'9 is 
injective for all p and <7, the homomorphisms Q^'9 —* A '^9+i are all trivial and
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therefore all the homomorphisms B\'q —► Qpq are surjective. Thus the above 
long exact sequences form  a short exact sequence
0 - »  £ ,(A )  — ► £ ,(B )  — > £ ,(Q ) -► 0
of cochain complexes with respect to b, which induces a long exact sequence
--------- ► A "*  — * Bpq — » Qpq — » A ? ' *  — * B r l q
As the homomorphisms Apq —» Bpq in this loug exact sequence are bijective, 
all the homomorphisms Bpq —* Qpq ami Qp q —♦ Ap+l q are trivial and therefore 
EAQ) =  0. By Lemma 4.1.2 H(PTot(Q)) =  0 and therefore /  induces an 
isomorphism H (P T ot(A )) £? H(PTot(B)). |4.1.3[
4.2. D efin itions o f  coh om ology  theories
In this section we define cohomology theories for DG sheaves which are not 
necessarily bounded below. There are essentially two ways in which we can 
define such cohomology, using either STot or PTot as the totalisation operator. 
We sometimes call the theory obtained with STot standard 1 to distinguish it 
from the theory obtained with PTot which we call completed cohomology of 
DG sheaves. We add some elementary properties, which we need in Appendix 
A and which are routine generalisations of either the case o f ungraded sheaves 
or DG sheaves which are bounded below. For a sheaf <C on -V let us denote by 
C°( — ,<C) the presheaf o f serrations of £ , given by
C ° (£ ;£ -)=
x€t'
This presheaf is a sheaf. For this particular sheaf let us adopt special con­
ventions. Let us write its value on an open set U as C°(U\-C), but when we 
consider it as a sheaf on X , we write it as C°(.Y ;C ). This construction is 
fuuctorial in the following sense. Every sheaf homomorphism k : B  —* A  over 
a map f  : X  —* Y  induces /{-module homomorphisms kT : ® /(x) —* A T and 
thus also a homomorphism of sheaves over /  given by
C ° ( V ; ® ) = n ® u — » I I  A ‘  =  C ° ( f~ l V\A).
y€V * € /- ‘ V
D efinition 4 .2 .1. A  sheaf £  on a spare X  is called flabby if the restriction 
homomorphism £ ( X )  —» L (U ) is onto for every open set U in A'.
'In Appendix A we show that this cohomology is isomorphic to ("ech cohomology o f £)<« 
sheaves on compact spares. It is nol difficult to prove that this is true for IMJ sheaves on 
any metrisahle space.
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The sheaf C°(.Y; <C) is obviously flabby for every sheaf L  ami spare .Y. 
There is a rauouiral injection j  : -C >-» e°(Y ;-C) given by the inclusion 
L(U ) •—» C °(U ;C ) for every open set U  in X .  This injection commutes with 
sheaf morphisms.
In the case of a DG sheaf L* the sequence e°( Y ; £ *) inherits the structure 
of a DG sheaf, ) : £ * • —» e°(.Y; £ *) is map of DG sheaves. Every sheaf 
e°(.Y; L q) is flabby ami the construction is functorial.
Let us define inductively the DG sheaves C ‘(.Y; £*). First we define
X '(X ;£ ." )  =  C ° ( A .
The differential d in L* induces a differential map in the quotient sheaves 
which makes Z'(-Y ;£.*) a DG sheaf. Set
e t(X \L 9) » e >(X iZ '(X ;L m)) z * ( x x , ) =  e ' ( x x 9)/zl( x , f )
e * (x -,L %) = e°(X \Z n( x - x ' ) )  z n+ ' ( x , v )  =  e n( x , L %)/zn( x - x * )
All the sheaves C(.Y;<Cm) are flabby.
There are sheaf morphisms 6 : 6" (Y ;L * )  —» C"+1 (X ; £ *) defined as the 
composition
GU(X \C *)  -  e~(JY;JC-)/Z-(JC;jC*) - -  e?(X-,en(X-,L*)/Zn( X X ') )
li commutes with d as both the quotient and the inclusion maps are maps of 
DG sheaves. It is easy to check that i  is a differential,i.e. 66 =  0, and that 
the sequence
0 £• — e°(.V; f )  - i .  e 'lX ;  £•) -i-. e\X-. £*) - i -  ■ ■ •
is exact.
The DG sheaves e*(— ) are functorial with respect to sheaf homomor- 
pliisms over maps and therefore also with respect to homomorphisms of DG 
sheaves over maps.
There is a double complex C ‘ (X \ L •) with the (p, q)-eutry being
C’ (X ;C ' )
and with the differentials 6 and d induced in the usual way by the ones defined 
above.
Proposition 4.2 .2 . The functors <C* *—* C"(X;-C#) and £.* *-* C "(.Y ;£ #) on 
the category o f DG sheaves on X  are exact.
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Proof of 4.2.2: If
0 -*
is au <‘xact sequence of DG sheaves, then
o -  n , « -  n * * . -  i i k - o
*€»' *€»' *el>
is an exact sequence o f cochain complexes, for every open set U in X . Therefore 
the exact sequence o f DG sheaves
are both exact. Passing to the quotient one obtains an exact sequence
0 — Z '(X -X ')  — Z '(X ,M * )  - »  Z '( X ; > r )  — 0 .
By induction we obtain exactness of £• •—► C"(.Y;£-*), C* ►-» £ "(.Y ;£ #) and 
therefore also C  •—» C n( X ;C )  =  C °(X ;Z n( X ;C ) ) .  As the construction of
Remark: A sheaf L  can be regarded as a DG sheaf in the natural way 
(£ °  =  <C and £* =  0 for • ^ 0). Therefore it follows from the proposition 
above that in particular the functor <C t—* C "(.Y ;L ) is exact.
D efinition 4 .2 .3. We call a DG sheaf L* acyclic if its cohomology DG sheaf 
is trivial.
Corollary 4 .2 .4 . Let L* be an acyclic DG sheaf. Then E\(C'(X\ C*)) =  0 
for every * and •.
Proof o f 4.2.4: Let X n =  Ker(<Z : £,** - »  £ " + ')  and B "  =  Im(d : -C"_l — £ " ) .  
There are short exact sequences of sheaves
Im(rf : r c - 1 C -C -)  =  C"B" =  C X  = Ker(d  : C T  -  C l " * 1) ,
0 — e°(.V ;i.*) — C“ (.Y ;M ') -  e °(.Y ;N *) - .  0
as well as the exact sequence of cochain complexes
0 — C°(-Y;£.*) - »  C°(.Y ;M *) -*  C ° ( .Y ;> r )  -*  0
the differential S is functorial, we obtain the result. 14.2.21
0 — B" -*  X n — X ”  - »  0 .
As C* is an exact functor on the category of sheaves on -Y
the vertical differential in C ’ L* is exact and so E\(C’ i>*) =  0.
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Definition 4.2 .5 . Let £* he a DG sheaf on a spare X . Then we define its 
cohomology, H m( X ',&*), to he
H ’ (X -,LU) =  H(STot(C*(X; £ ’ )))
and its completed cohomology, H ’ ( X ; £.*). to be
H ’ (X\if )  =  H(PTot(C*(JY; £,*))).
Therefore H"(X\ -C*) is fnurtorial with respect to DG sheaf homomor- 
phisms over maps au<l there is a natural map
k : #• (* ;£* ) — * H’ ( X X ' ) ,
satisfying Axiom  3.4.1(a).
We shall explore the properties of the completed cohomology in the next 
sections of this chapter, here let us mention only two classical results about 
the cohomology of DG sheaves which we shall need later.
Definition 4.2 .6 . A sheaf A  on a spare X  is called -acyclic sheaf if
H '(X \A ) =  H '(C *(X ;./l)) =  0
for all t >  0.
In particular every flabby, fine or soft sheaf is a ¿-acyclic sheaf.
Theorem 4.2 .7 . I f the DG sheaf L* on X  is such that every component £ "  
is a ft-acyclic sheaf, then
H'(X;L ' )  =  H(L*(X)).
Proof o f 4-2.7: The assumptions imply that the double complex C"(.Y; £ * ) is 
exact for the horizontal differential ¿. It follows by a standard double complex 
argument that every cohomology class of degree n in H(STot(C*(X; £ * ))) can 
be represented by an element 7 G C°(.Y ; ) such that ¿7 =  0 and d~i =  0 .
The exact sequence
4.2.8. 0 — » ¿"(A O  — * C °(X ; ¿ " )  — * C '(X ; V )
implies that 7  €  ¿ " ( X )  and that the homomorphism Hn(X\C•) —* H(£ " ( X ) )  
is the inverse o f the homomorphism induced by jC "(X )  —* C °(X ; Cn). 14.2.71
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Theorem 4.2.9. Let
T T T
0 -* cn+l — do."+i _  £l.«+l
T T T
0 -* £ " — 2)°" — T»1“
T T T
0 -» -  2)0."-1 _  b 1— i
T t T
be a commutative diagram o f sheaves such that all columns are DG sheaves 
and all rows are f>-acyclic resolutions. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
H(STot (£>*•)) =  H '(X \L %)
where £)*'* =  D*'*(X ) and the differentials are induced in the. standard way. 
Proof o f 4-2.9: Let us denote the horizontal differentials by
6 : V  - »  D*+ ,V
The assumptions imply that C *(.Y ;D , # ) is a triple complex. The differentials
6 ■. C 'lX iD ” ) — > V " ) , f  : C*(X ; D ” ) — > C "(X ; D ** '* )
are both exact. There are injections
c : — > C m(X\ V  9) , r) : C*(X;-C*) — ► Cm(X\ D* *)
which make the following sequences exact:
0 _  D "  - U  C°(.Y : D **) -i-* C '(X ;  D**)
0 -  C ’ (X ;£ .“ ) - 2 -  C - ( X ;C 0 - ) —  C” ( X ; D " ) .
To the triple complex C ’ (X\ D*'#) we can naturally associate a single complex 
STotC*(.Y; D ,-#) with the homogeneous elements o f degree n being
0  C p(.Y ;D « r)
p+q+r=n
and the total differential on C P(X\ T>, 'r ) is 6 +  ( — l)* i  +  ( —1 )p+qd.
Because of exactness o f a standard argument shows that every cohomol­
ogy class in STotC*(-Y; !)•••) can be represented by a cocycle in the image of 
f. Thus in cohomology e induces
H(STot(C*(-Y;D,,#))) H (STot(D**)).
Similarly r/ induces
[4 ^ 9 ]
H '(X \C *) *  H(STot(D#*)).
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4.3. D im ension
In this section we prove Axiom 3.4.1(b) of the completed cohomology of DG 
sheaves, i.e. that it agrees with the standard cohomology on all spaces with 
finite cohomological dimension. Here we need the lemmas proved in Section
Theorem 4.3 .1 . I f the space X  has finite cohomological dimension, the nat­
ural map
is a ¿-acyclic resolution of £ , for any sheaf L  on X .  Let us denote this 
resolution by and 7*£(.Y ) by F 'L . Then F m is an exact functor on the 
category of sheaves on X  [Godemeut 58, p. 195]. For the DG sheaf £* there 
is a canonical injection F ’ L* •—* C"L* and therefore a short exact sequence of 
double complexes
This short exact sequence induces homomorphisms o f the E\ terms of the 
double complexes
of cobouudaries. Let denote the cohomology DG sheaf o f L*. Because of 
exactness of functors F ‘  and C* there are commutative diagrams with exact
4.1.
x : H‘ (X\L9) — ► Hm(X ;C u)
is an isomorphism.
Proof of J .y .l: If cd.Y < » , then the exact sequence of sheaves
0 — ► e°L  — ► e 'L  — o
o .
£ i(F )"*  — ► £ , ( C r ’  — ► E\(Q)p'q
such that for every p we have a long exact sequence
4 .3 .2 . ---------► F ,(F ) ' —  E ,(c y — • E , m — . E ,(F
Let X* <  <C* denote the DG subsheaf of cocycles and B* <  JÙ* the DG subsheaf
rows
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F ‘ L q+l
F-X^/F-W
Therefore we ran identify E i(F )p,q =  F p9iq, E\(C)pq =  CprK q and the 
homomorphism E\(F)p,q >—* E\(C)pq is the injection F p<K q ► Cp^ Hq. There­
fore the cobound&ry hoinomorphisms in the long exact sequences 4.3.2 are all 
trivial. Thus we have a short exact sequence
0 -  E ,(F ) -  —  E ,(C r*  — * £ , ( 0 ) -  0
ami therefore for every q £  Z  we have a long exact sequence
--------- ► E ,(F )pq —  E2(C )p‘q — ► E i(Q )pq — ► Ei (F )p+' q — ► • • •
Because o f E2(F )p,q =  HP(X ; 3Cq) =  E2(C )pq we are in the position to apply 
Lemma 4.1.3 and obtain the following isomorphism
H '(.X X * )  S? H(PTot(F*C*)).
4.4. Exact seq u en c e  o f  a pair
Obviously PTot( / ” £.*) =  STot(F*£*) and since Theorem 4.2.9 gives a canon­
ical isomorphism
H -(X ;C 9) *  H (S T ot(F X *))
we obtain the result. [4.3.11
4.4. E xact sequence o f  a pair
Here we prove Axiom 3.4.1(c). We adapt the usual exact sequence of a pair 
to our case in an essentially routine manner. For a DG sheaf L* on X  and 
an open or closed subspace A  o f X  we denote by the unique sheaf on .Y 
which, when restricted to A , is C* ^  and is 0 on X  — A. For a closed subspace 
A  in X  we sometimes write £*x,/i) instead of L*X_ A.
Theorem 4.4 .1 . I f C* is a differential graded sheaf on a space X  and A is a 
closed subspacc o f X , then there is a long exact sequence
---------- ► H *(X ;L 'iX'A)) — * H ‘(X-,L*) — * H ’(X ; L \ )
and this construction is ftinctorial with respect to homomorphisms o f DG  
sheaves over maps.
Proof o f  4-4-D There is a short exact sequence of DG sheaves 
0 £*X.A) — + * 0
inducing a short exact sequence of double complexes
0 -  c r c ; x ,A) —  e x *  —  e x *  -  o
ami this in turn induces the long exact sequence of the cohomology o f the total
complexes.
If /  : (X , A) —* (Y', B) is a map o f pairs, J : X  —» Y  the underlying map 
of spaces and k : OCT —* H* is a DG sheaf homomorphism over / ,  it induces a 
morphism o f short exact sequences of DG sheaves
55
0 — ----► X u — . 3CJ - . 0
i i l
0 -* r •^(A.4) — ► jC* —  ¡- ‘a - 0
and this in turn induces a morphism o f short exact sequences of double com­
plexes and the resulting morphism of the long exact sequences. |4.4.11
Lemma 4.4 .2 . For a closed subspacc A o f X  and a DG sheaf L* on X  then: 
is a canonical isomorphism H*(X\L\) =  H ’ (A ;C \).
4.5. Q uasi- isomorphisms
Proof o f 4.4-2: The stalks of G'(X\ ) are as follows
em(A;L\)x if jtE A
i fxeX -  A
and therefore we obtain a canonical isomorphism C "(X ; L\) =  C m(A\L\) and
4.5. Q uasi-isom orphism s
Here we prove Axiom 3.4.1(d) of the completed cohomology. This property 
is true for the cohomology of positively graded differential sheaves but not 
necessarily for the standard cohomology of DG sheaves which are not bounded 
below if the underlying spare is infinite dimensional.
Proposition 4.5.1. If the. DG sheaf Ju* is acyclic, then H “(X\L*) =  0.
Proof o f 4-5.1: By Corollary 4.2.4 we obtain £|(C’ <C#) =  0. Lemma 4.1.2 
implies the result. |4.5.11
Theorem 4.5 .2 . / / / : £ . * —> M* is a homomorphism o f differential graded 
sheaves on a space X . which induces an isomorphism o f  the respective coho­
mology DG sheaves f  : !K*(<C) —* iK*(M) then f  induces an isomorphism
Proof o f  4-5-2: Construct a DG sheaf 3Cy with OCj =  C " eb M ’*_l and the 
differential ( —d^.dj^ +  / ) .  Let SM* be defined by SM " =  M "* 1. There is a 
short exact sequence o f DG sheaves
The assumptions imply that %* is acyclic, i.e. its cohomology DG sheaf is 
trivial: Let ( /, m) be a cocycle in the stalk of 3C'} over a point x £ X  so that
Then the condition that /  induce an isomorphism of the derived DG sheaves 
implies that there exists an element a in the stalk of <C" -1 over x such that 
d(a) =  l. As / ( « )  +  m is a rocycle in the stalk of M ,,_l over x , there exists a 
cocycle b in the stalk of L " * 1 over x such that f(b ) =  / ( « )  +  in. Therefore
the result. [4X 2]
f  :H '(X \ L * ) H '(.Y;M *).
0 — SM* — ► — 0 .
d(l) =  0, d(m ) =  - / ( / ) .
d(—a +  b, 0 ) =  (/, m)
and the cohomology of the stalk o f %* over x is zero.
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As C* au<l PTot are exart functors we have an exart sequence
0 — PTot(C*SM*) — ♦ PTot(C'3Cy) — ► PTot(C*-C#) -*  0
of rorhain complexes and this in turn induces a long exact sequence in coho­
mology. Since H '(X ;X *f)  is trivial it follows
Hm(X ;L *) 3  H m+'(X ;  SM*) =  Hm(X \ W )  .
I4X 2]
4.6. H om otop y  invariance
In this section we prove Axiom 3.4.1(e) of the completed cohomology of DG 
sheaves. The homotopy invariance o f the standard cohomology of DG sheaves 
is essentially a straightforward generalisation o f the nongraded case (Vietoris- 
Begle theorem). For the completed cohomology, however, the proof is not so 
obvious. Here we shall use the facts recollected in Section 4.1.
Theorem  4.6.1. Let L* be a DG  sheaf on a space X  and x fL* =  -C* X /  the 
pull-back DG sheaf on the product X  x / .  Then the projection x  : X  x  I  —* X  
induces a DG  sheaf homomorphism x* : L* —► <C* x /  over x and this homo­
morphism induces an isomorphism
Hm( X X ' )  — * H *(X  x  / ; £ *  x I).
Proof o f 4 .6 . I : First we show that x induces an injective homomorphism of 
double complexes
*•*•• : C*(X;-C*) -  C m(X  x  / ; £ *  x / )  .
Then we shall show that it induces an injective homomorphism of the E\ terms 
and an isomorphism of the E-t terms in order to apply Lemma 4.1.3.
We can canonically identify the double complexes
C m(X ,L *) =  7r1C*(X ;£.*)(X  x I ) .
Let
», : X  - * X  x l ,  x ~ ( x , t ) .
Then the pull-back homomorphism x*-* :£ .* —♦ -C* x /  over x has left inverses 
*■*•“ , for every t € / .  As C*(—, —) is a functor on sheaves ami homomorphisms 
over maps, we obtain
»»’* 0 =  I d e q * ;/»
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for every t £ / ,  where j'J'* denotes ij'*) and rrm'* denotes C*(7T, 7r*,#). This 
implies that the homomorphisms
»(■;*.): e*(AT;jC'), /)(*.!,
are injective for every x  £  X  and t £  I . Every homomorphism of sheaves 
factorises through the pull-back and therefore »**• factorises as
4.6.2. e* (X ;£ #) -  7r«e*(X;-C*) — e*(X x /;£,* x I) .
For every x  £  X  and t £ I  the homomorphism ( is injective and
is an isomorphism. Therefore also
7r'e*(X;i:*) -» e*(X x /;£•  x / )
is injective. The factorisation (4.6.2) gives the following factorisation of the 
double complex homomorphism
7t"’* : C ’ (X ;L * )  A  ir*e’ ( X X u)(X  x / ) - *  C ‘ (X  x /;£ ,*  x / ) ) .
Let us show that also the induced homomorphism of the E\ terms of the first 
spectral sequences of these double complexes is injective. Let X* <  £* be the 
DG subsheaf o f  cocycles and B* < -C* be the DG subsheaf of cobouudaries. 
The commutative diagrams of homomorphisms
0 -► x *  — * £* — ► B,+l
i 1 i
0 -» %• x /  — £• x /  — ► B,+l x I
0 -♦ B* — * X m — » X*
1 1 i
0 -* B* x /  — » X* X /  — ► x /
with exact rows induce the following commutative diagrams of double com ­
plexes.
4.7. Exc ision
c -u cv c* ® *
where* C ’ -C" =  C*(X;<C*) , C*<C* x /  =  C*(.Y x  / ;  £* x / )  aud similarly for the 
other D G  sheaves. Therefore the induced homomorphism of the E, terms of 
the double complexes can be identified with C '{X \ 3i*) —» C"(.Y x I ; "K* x I) 
which is injective by the first part of the proof. The induced homomorphism 
of the E i terms is
*••• : — * H ;(X  x / ^ ’ x I )
which is an isomorphism by the usual homotopy invariance [Bredou 65. p. 56]. 
Therefore we can apply Lemma 4.1.3 and obtain the result. [4.6.11
4.7. E xcis ion
In this section we prove Axiom  3.4.1(f) o f the completed cohomology. The 
excision property in its standard form, i.e.
H‘ (X\C*x A)) 3  Hm(X  -  U ;C ;X. V>A. V))
4.8. Milnor’s additivity CO
for an open subspace U o f X  such that U C A is trivially true as there is a 
canonical isomorphism between the corresponding cochain complexes. How­
ever, the completed cohomology of DG sheaves has a stronger form of the 
excision property:
Theorem 4.7.1. Let -C* be a DG sheaf on a space X  and let U be an open 
subspace o f X  such that the cohomology DG sheaf W  o f  C* is trivial on U. 
Then the restriction o f L* to  X  -  U induces an isomorphism
Proof o f 4.7.1: In the cohomology long exact sequence o f the pair (X . -Y -  U) 
the term H’ ( X :£*'>) is trivial by Corollary 4.2.4 and Lemma 4.1.2. By Lemma
canonical isomorphism C “ (X ;i> m) =  fix C m(X\\ ) o f double com plexes.
J T ( . Y ; jC#) S  H’ ( X - U X x - u ) -
4.4.2 there is a canonical isomorphism H’ (X \L \_r ) — H ’ (X  — U ; & x -r )-
m i
4.8. M ilnor’s ad d itiv ity
Here we prove Axiom 3.4.1(g) of the completed cohomology. 
Lemma 4.8.1. If X  =  Uaca X a, then
H '(X -..C ') S  I I  H '(X x X \ x)
which gives the result. I4.8.H
Chapter 5
Cellular decompositions
In this chapter we show that Jones-Pet rack cohom ology agrees with localised 
equivariant cohomology on all (not necessarily com pact) finite dimensional T  
complexes. Since Joues-Petrack cohomology satisfies Miluor’s axiom, we can 
relate h j{X ,A ) ,  for a pair of T-complexes (.Y, A ) , with linu. u_l H^(XP, A ). 
Then we show that there exist cellular versions o f equi variant cohomology ami 
localised equivariant cohomology.
5 .1 . T he SJB exact sequence
This is an introductory section in which we describe a long exact sequence of 
T-equivariaut cohomology.
For every T-pair (X , A) there exists au injection
S : S*(JY, A)[u] —  S *(X ,/4 )[u ]
o f degree 2. given by
¿>0 a>0
The quotient map is
J : S * (X ,/t )H  — ► S ’ (X ,.4 )
o f ilegree 0, given by
£  *-* °o  •
i>0
Therefore we have a short exact sequence of cochain complexes
0 —» TotS*(X. A)[u] T otS '(X M )(u ] - i -  S-(X,A) -  0
and let
B : Hm(X ,A )  — ♦ ffJ(.Y ,> l)
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of degree -1 be the induced cobouudary map1.
The operator B can be described as follows. Let a  € SP(X , A ) be a cocycle. 
Let us dem»te the differential map of singular cochains by d. Then a  «'an be 
regarded as an element in Sm(X , j4)[u] ami
B([aJ) =  [u " '(d  +  u l)(a)] =  [la]
which is an element of A).
The cochain operators S and .1 are natural and induce homomorphisms of 
long exact sequences of pairs. Also the operator B is natural in the sense that 
it commutes with cohomology homomorphisms induced by maps o f pairs.
P rop osition  5 .1 .1. Let („Y, A) be a pair o f T-spaces. Let 6 be the coboundary 
homomorphism in the long exact sequence o f H "(X ,A  ) and be the cobound­
ary homomorphism in the long exact sequence o f H j(X , A). Then
B<*> =  — ¿tB .
Proof o f 5.1.1: Let a  6 SP(A ) be such that da =  0 and let 7 6 Sp(-Y) b e  such 
that 7  |,4=  a. Then
B «W - [ . - ' ( »  + «IK »»)]-| I8 t I
and
irB H  = [0  + «I)<b)|-[ai7|.
The result follows since I and d anticommute. I 5.1.11
Lem m a 5 .1 .2 . Let (X ,A ) be a pair o f  T -complexes. Then the diagram
H 'lX )  — H” (A)
n t
HU.X) i f f fM ) H ? '( X ,A )
ST Î
f f C 'M ) i  H i~ '(X ,A )
BT T
HI‘~, (A ) HP(X ,A )  Ü HP(X )
JT
H f(X ,A )
gives a homomorphism
K er(H ((X ) H -[A )) — . H>’(X )/Im (H ((X ,A ) - »  Hp(X ))
'Formally we ran think of Tot.S'*(AT. A)[n] to have the degree raised by 2 in order for S 
to be of «legree 0.
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obtained by diagram chasing as i\B MS limA which factorises as
Ker(ff?(.Y) -  HP(A )) —  Hp(X )/\in(H j(X ,A ) - »  HP(X ))
i  t
fff(.V) -*-« ff'(.Y).
Proof o f 5.1.2: The diagram shows that the homomorphism is well-defined. 
Let us show that it is determined by .1.
Let
« ( « )  =  2 2 nr-*juJ 
je  n
be a cocycle of degree p in S*(JY)[u] such that [«(u)] 6 K et(H j(X ) HP(A))- 
Therefore there exists a singular cochain (i € 5 p_,(i4) such that
3/3 =  ima p
for the differential map 3  : 5P_1 (A ) —♦ SP(A) and i* : SP(X )  —* SP(A ). For 
a '(u ) =  (i*op_2 — 1/3) +  uimap-4  +  . . .
we have
ua'(u) +  (3  +  uI)/3 =  j*(a(u)).
The element ¿[«'(u )] 6 H f l(X ,A )  is given by the cocycle 
a "(u ) =  (3 +  «I)((«p -a  -  1/3) +  uop_4 +  • • •)
where /3 € SP_,(X ) is such that i*(/5) =  /3. Because a(u) was chosen to be a 
cocycle, we obtain
o"(u) =  3op_a -  dip = Iop -  31/5 = I(op + 3/5).
Therefore [op +  3/3] =  [op] e  HP(X , A ) is mapped by B to cv"(u). The homo­
morphism is then given by
o(u ) ~  (op] 6 Hp(X )
which agrees with the homomorphism determined by J. 15.1.21
5.2. Equivariant com plexes
First we define G-complexes following [Willson 75]. Then we show that on 
all (not necessarily compart) finite dimensional T-complexes Jones-Petrack 
cohomology agrees with localised equivariant cohomology.
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Definition 5.2 .1 . Let D" denote the standard »/-disk with boundary D ". Let 
H  be a c losed subgroup of a topological group G. The space
is called a G-ce.ll o f  type H  and dimension n, or sometimes an //-cell o f type 
H ; it is a G-space with G-action gt • («/jH,s) =  (g\*uH,s) for g\,g% € G  and
Note that the dimension of a G-cell need not equal its dimension as a 
topological space.
If -V is a G-space and /  : G/H  x D" —» X  a G-map, we obtain a new 
G-space Y  by setting
i.e.. by identifying points in G/H x D "  C G/H  x D " with their image in .Y. 
The G-space Y  is said to be obtained from .Y by adjoining an »/-cell.
Definition 5.2 .2 . Let Y  be a G-space. A relative. G-comple.x (,Y ,1 ') is a G- 
space .Y obtained inductively as follows: Let ,Y-1 =  Y. Define X ' to be the 
result of adjoining arbitrarily many G-cells of arbitrary type but dimension i to 
.Y,_ l: we give .Y* the weak topology and the natural G-actiou. Let X  =  (J, X\  
with the weak topology. We call X '  the i-skeleton o f the pair (X ,Y ) .  A G- 
complex X  is a relative G-complex (-Y. 0). A G-subcomplex A of a G-complex 
X  is a G'-complex A  such that (A'. A ) is a relative G-complex.
Let (.Y, A ) be a relative T-complex such that A  is also a T-complex. We 
call such a relative complex a pair of T-complexes.
We shall need the following information about the cohomology of an »»-cell 
e”  of type 2,/k.
G/H  x D"
Y  =  G/H  x Du U, -Y
Z  * =  n
H j(e ’\den) =  • (Z/k)um * =  n +2»»» 
0 else
For a fixed point «-cell we have*
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From the SJB exact sequence we see that
JB : f f " + ,(r " ,0 e " )  — ► H u(en.d tn) 
is multiplication by k if the u-cell e" is of type Z/k.
Proposition 5.2 .3 . For every finite dimensional relative T -complex (X U,A )  
the natural map
i : u - 'H ^ X - .A )  — . h j (X n,A )
is an isomorphism.
Proof o f 5.2.3:
Notice that even though localised equivariaut cohomology does not satisfy 
Milnor's additivity axiom the inclusions o f a family of n-cells in their disjoint 
union induce an isomorphism
---- + n  U~' Hr (ea ^ ea)
for every n > 0. Therefore we can identify u~l H j(X u. X u~ ') with fir. u~' f i j i e ’^ d e  
Since, by Lemma 3.4.2,
f  : u - 1 / f j ( e £ ,c le ” - 1 ) ^ r ( ea ^ e" - 1 )
we obtain
i  : u ' , f f f ( .Y " . .Y - 1) - i .  h-T(X ’ .X ~ -')
for every n >  0.
Let us show that the natural homomorphism f commutes also with the 
boundary homomorphism of the long exact sequences of (X " ,  X " -1 , A). Let 
E~' C X "  and Eu~l C X "  be neighbourhoods of A  and X ,,_1, respectively, 
such that the inclusions
(X n,A )  — ► ( X " ,£ _ l) and ( X " , X " - ' )  —  (X B, 
are homotopy equivalences. Then the commutative diagram
u - , f f i ( X " , X " - ' )  — » u - 'H i (X " ,A )  — *
* i  * i  * 1
f t K X - ,X - * )  —  h-r ( X \ A )  — + h'r(Xn-\ A )
is induced by the homomorphism o f short exact sequences 
5 - (X " ,E n- ') [u ,u - ']  —  5 * (X M, £ - , )[u ,u - ']  —
i  1 I
W ;  t j r - i * - )
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since S*x „_i •—* (S*x .  4))x"|X"- 1 *s a quasi-isomorphism of DG sheaves on 
„Y"-1 . Therefore c commutes also with 6.
By induction on skeleta and 5-lemma applied to the homomorphisms t of 
the long exact sequences o f u~l H$ to the long exact sequences of we obtain
This proposition and Milnor's axiom [Milnor 62] for Jones-Petrack coho­
mology imply the following.
Corollary 5.2.4. For a pair o f  T -complexes (X ,A ) there exists a short exact
where (u ~ 'H f(X p, A ) - , )n =  (u ' 1 f f f (X p, A ) )n~i .
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In this section we express T-ecpiivariaut cohomology of nice T-complexes as 
the homology of some double complexes.
Definition 5.3.1. Let (X . A ) be a pair o f T-complexes such that there exists 
a CW decomposition F  o f (X , -4) with
for every integer »  >  —1, where < denotes the relation of being a CW- 
subcomplex and F "  is the nth CW-skeleton o f (X .A ). Define an operator
is trivial. Notice also that all homomorphisms in the composite, except for 
the first one, are injective. By definition and Proposition 5.1.1 the differ­
ential map I anticommutes with the usual CW  cobouudary homomorphism
d : H "(F u, F n~l ) — H u+ '(F n+ \ F n).
the desired isomorphism.
sequence
0 -  lini u - , J f i(X p,yl)_, —  hmr(X ,A )  —  lim tT 'H‘r (X p,A )  — 0
F »  <  y "  <  F n+l
I : H n(F n, F n- i) — * H n- ' ( F " - \ F n- i )
as the composite
The operator I is a differential 1 since the restriction map
Hn( X n, X n~') —  H u( X n- \ X n- 2)
‘ This operator should not be confused with the operator I in ,S'*( —)[u).
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Definition 5.3.2. Define a double complex (€*(X , ¿4)[u]; 6, ul) by 
C ‘ (X ,A ) =  Hn(F " ,F " - ' ) .
We shall gradually prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3.3. There, exists a natural isomorphism 
^  : H(C*(.Y, i4)[u]) — ► H j(X ,A )
for every pair o f  T -complexes (X ,A ) with compatible CW  and equivariant cel­
lular structures.
Proposition 5.3.4. Let (X . A) be a pair o f  T -complexes. There exists a 
unique homomorphism
Her( Hn(X n, X n~i ) -  H "+' ( X " +\ X " ) )
: Im (ff— l(.Y— ', .Y — a) — H n( X n, X n~1)) H ?(X )
such that
-  >•(«>
fo r  f  €  K e r (f f" (X " ..V "-1) - .  H "* '(X "+ ', X " ) ) ,  i : X " •— X . j  : -V"
Proof o f  5.8.4: Since H j ( X n, X n~l ) =  H m( X n, X n~l ) =  0 for m <  » .  the 
long exact sequence gives the following commutative diagram.
H ï(Xn,X n~') — * H f(X n) — » H Ï+,(X n+\ X n)
J l a  J i  J l a
H*(Xn,X n- ')  — » Hn(X n) — ♦ Hm+l (Xn+ \ X n)
Given e € Ker(H n(X n, X n~') -*  Hn+,(A '"+ , ,X " ) )  <  Hn(X n, X n~' ) we de­
fine
♦ ( e ) - j - J - ' i e )  € # ? ( * " )
and ♦ (e) so defined is in the kernel of ft : H j (X n) —» (-Y"+ l, -Y" ). There­
fore the exact sequence of the pair (.Y"+I,.Y ") implies that there is a unique 
lift ♦ (e ) 6 H j(.Y"+l ). The exact sequence o f the pair (.Y", X " -1 ) implies that 
♦ (e) is zero if
e €  (X " _ l , X " “ *) -  / r , (X ,,,X n- ' ) ) .
Since «* : H j(X n*k+i) —* H $(X n+k) is an isomorphism for every k >  1. we 
obtain a unique lift ♦ (e) € H j(X )  =  lim _ H j (X r). 15.3.41
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Proposition 5.3 .5 . Let (X ,A ) be a relative T -complex. Let elements 
e G H j~ x( X n~x, A ) and f  €  H n+l(X '\ .Xn~l ) be such that
B f = - S e .
Then there exists exactly one element $ ( e , / )  G flx +1 (X " ,j4 ) such that
im$ ( e , f )  =  Se and M ( t , f )  =  j ’ f
for j „  : (X n, A ) «-* and i : (X " " 1, A ) (X " ,A ).
If there exists an element a G H n(X n~l , A ) such that
e =  Bn and f  =  da
then $ (c , / )  =  0.
Proof o f  5.S.5: Since im : H j+i{X '\ A )  —* H j+ l( X "~] , A) is injective there can 
be only one element / )  with the prescribed properties. The diagram
f f f* ‘ (X " .A )  — .A )  -  S j* J(X '\ .V'—1 ) -  H y ‘ (X " ,A )
T T T T
,A )  -  H S H X -.X - ') -  H U X - .A )
T T
H " + '(X ' ,X ‘ - ' ) - .  fr -+ '(X " ,A )
T T
H i * ' ( X " , X - ' ) -  i f f * ' ( * " . .4 )
shows that there exists a $ (e, / )  with ?*$(e, / )  =  Se. Since H j+l ( X u, X n~i ) =  
0, the relative version of Lemma 5.1.2 implies that J $ (e ,/ )  =  j ’ f .
The second claim follows from the exactness of the SJB exact sequence.
15.3.51
Proof o f  5. S. .V: Every cocycle o f the form
a  G C  =  € n(X , A) da =  0 Io = 0 
gives rise to an element in
K e r (J H * ,‘ » * M~l ) Hn+ '(X n+\ X n))
I m -* Jr*(X” ,X*-'))
and thus by Proposition 5.3.4 an element 4>(a) in H j(X ,A ) by the following 
commutative diagram.
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f f " (X " , X * - 1 ) 4---------------------------- Hn(F " -*  Hn+ '( X \ F ’‘ 
T
-*  Hn+ '(F n+\ F n), f " 2) -  
t
1
1
Ur— ' ( x — 1 , X ' - 2 ^ — -H n~1 ( F " - 1 1, J f * )  -
1
/ / " ( X " - 1 ,F — *) — f f " (X — ' , X " - 2)
Every lift ?» €  J/, , - , (F " -1 , X " - a) o f «■■r» e  J r i X — V F " _ l) uniquely deter-
mines an element a — tta in H U(X ’‘ , .V"- ' ). This element is mapped to zero in 
Hn+1 ( F n+i, F " ) and thus to zero in H n+1 (X "+1, X n ). The lift ?» is determined 
up to an element of H'‘~' (X u~*, X " -2 ). By Proposition 5.3.4 a —dà gives rise 
to an element $ ( « )  € ff lf(X ,A ). We ran then extend 4* linearly in u to all 
rocyrles o f  the form u 'o  with da =  0 and 1«  =  0 .
Notice that if o  =  dft and I/i =  0 then $(rv) =  0. If ua =  I7 for some 7 
such that d-) =  0, then JB7  G H n( X n, X n~t ) lifts a . Since SB7 =  0 we obtain 
* (u a ) =  0.
For a cocyrle of the form
a  +  uft such that da =  0 , Ift =  0, Io =  —dft 
for a € H n( F n,F n~i ) and ft €  H n~2(F n~2, F " - s ) observe the diagram
H u~ 1 ( F " — 1, X n~2 )
I
H» - ' (F n- ' , F n- 2)
H " -2(X n~2, X n- » )  h--------------------------- ►
H,,-3(Fn- 3 F n-4) _
' 1
Hn- * ( X X n~4 — •.HH~3(F " -3, X n~4 ) -
For ft G H n~2(F n~2,F n~3) there exists a lift ft €  f / ’- 3(F nj \  JV"-*), de­
termined tip to Hn~3(X n~3, X n~4), ami we can lift d — dft uniquely to 
Hn- 2(F n- 2, X n-*). Since
dft =  - l a  €  H " - ' ( F " - \ F n- 2),
HH~2(F n~2, X n~3) -  Hn~l (X n~2, F n~2)
I
r 3( F " - a,F " - 3)
Hn~2(JC"-S,F " - 3) -  Hu~2(X n~3, X ’‘ ~4)
we have
d(ft -  <tft) =  0 €  Hn- ' ( X n- 2, F n~2)
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ami so obtain a lift J/j G V "-3 ) of ¡1 — d/i, determine«! up
to 3(.Y" 3,.Y "-4 ) —> H "~i (X n~t , -V"-3 )). Thus we have elements
o ' G X " - *) and **/? G such that di’ /i =  —Bo'.
By Proposition 5.3.5 there exists an element $ (o ,/9 ) G H j(X n~’ . /I) such that
»* * (« ,/? ) =  Si"/* and J * (o , /i )  =  j* o '.
Since do G Iml we can lift J * ( o ,0 )  G H n(X n~ \ A )  uniquely via j ’ a  G 
H "(F ’\ A ) to 4  G HU(X U,A )  by the following commutative diagram. F«>r 
simplicity we write the diagrams for the absolute case, (A  =  0). only.
) -»
Hn+ '(F n+\ X n
1
tf..+ 1 (F ..+ l F u
l 1 S i
H '(X ')  « H-(F~) -♦ Hn+'( X n, F n)
i
■♦‘ (.Y"+I,.Y"|
\
Hn(X n~l )
Since d o  is in fact zero and since the diagram
Hn( X n) -  H” (F ” )
i 1
H »+ '(X n+l, X n) -  H "+l(F n+\ F n)
commutes, we obtain d$  =  0 in H u+l(X n+l, X n) and we can lift J $ (o ,/ i )  to 
H n( X n+l ,A ). This lift is unique.
The following commutative diagram shows that there exists als<* a unique 
lift «»f * ( o , / i )  to A) such that J *  =  ♦ G H n( X n) provided that
do G Iml. The same diagram shows that there exists also a unique lift of 
* (o ,  ft) to H^(Xn+l) if do =  0.
H%+t(X H+l , X n)
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Notice that if the cocycle a  +  uli is o f the form 
a =  da I) =  l a
for some a € H n~l (F n~l , F u~2), we obtain 4»(o, ¡i) =  0. This follows from 
the fact that there is an element a 6 Hn~l( X n~2, A ) such that $(«*,/?) is 
obtained via Proposition 5.3.5 from elements da 6 H n(X "~l , A ) and B« €
Let «o  +  woi +  . . .  +  uma m be a cocycle of degree n +  2m, i.e.
dc»o =  0, Ic»i =  — dcii+t for 0 <  « <  tn — 1  Iom — 0.
By the previous step o m_i +  u«„, determines an element 4 (n m_ i,a ra) € 
Hn+2(X *+ \ A )  such that
iat ( o n . i , a m) +  Si*dm and J $ (o m_ i , « m) =  j*Q,m_x
and there exists a lift $  6 Hx+i(X n+2, A ) o f ♦ (o m.| 1o m) such that .1$ re­
stricts t o j* o m_i 6 H H+I( F n+i, A). Since the restriction
H,,+3( X ,,+3' X n*z) — Hn+3(F n+3, F n+i)
is injective, the commutative diagram
H?+a(X n*a) — * H t+3(X n+3, X ”+2)
i l
Jf"+a(X "+ a) — » H "+3(X n+3, X n+J)
l  l
ffn+Hfn+J fn + t )  — t H,,+i(F n+2) — * H n+3(F n+3, F n+i)
shows that
d i  =
for the image oim_2 €  //•'+>(.Y "+ \ .¥ "» ') o f a „ _ j  €  H n+'(F ',+4, F "*3). Thu« 
we obtain by Proposition 5.3.5 an element
* ( o m_ a, o w_i,Om) 6 H ?+4( X n+3,A ).
As before dom_a 6 Iml implies that we obtain a lift
* ( « — € H p 4(X n+ \ A )
such that J 4 (a m-a ,a m_ i ,a m) restricts to €  H n+4(F U+4, F u+3). We
continue in this way and eventually obtain
* ( « , ........ o m) € H y im(X n+im- ' ,A ) .
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and let the quotient map he denoted by J.
Therefore we have the following diagram in dimension »  — 1, where the 
vertical homomorphism» are the connecting homomorphisms 6.
/
H i n .Y " - ') ! « ] )
H ( i - ( X " , X “- ‘)I«]) -------------- X - ‘ )
The vertical parallelogram-shaped subdiagranu obviously commute. By 
roustrurtiou also the triangular sululiagrams < nimimtc since
J * (« „ ........« „ ¡ e H f - ' l X - ’ .A ).
for a cocycle
«0 +  U.Oj +  . . .  +
is the preimage o f j ma0 by the monomorphism
-  j r - ' t r - V i i ) .
Therefore the subdiagram involving the two connecting homomophisms com­
mutes as well. Thus $  induces a morphism of long exact sequences of triples
Let us prove that $  is an isomorphism on (X '\  aY'1- 1). In dimension n we 
have the following commutative diagram.
H -< r (X - ,* ~ ') [ « | ) ------i----- - HHX’ . X - ' )
X  X
Hn(Xn,X m~ i)
The homomorphism J is an isomorphism. The same is true for J. as can he 
seen from the double complex C*(aY", aY"- ' ).
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Since
Kerl =  Her(H n+ '( X n,F m) -• Hm+ '(X m, X n- ' )
=  Im(rf : H n(F n,X n- ' )  — Hu+i( X n, F "))
we obtain
H"+'( e - ( .Y " ,x - ') [ « ] )  = o
and similarly in dimension n +  1  +  2k.
For H"+ i(í*(-Y M, X , , - , )[«]) observe that 4» is a Z(u]-module homomor­
phism and is therefore onto in dimension n +  2. Since
e-(A -” . Y — ') [u | 9 i i i
the same is true for its homology- Let us calculate the homology of degree 
n + 2k o f the double complex on individual cells.
On fixed-point cells the operator §  is an isomorphism, therefore 4* is an 
isomorphism on such a cell in dimension n +  2k.
On cells with free action we have
Im (I : Hn+'( X " ,F n) - »  H "(F n, X n~ ')) =  K e i(d : Hn{F n, X n~l ) -*  Hn+l( X n, F ") 
ami so the homology of degree n +  2 o f the double complex is trivial ami so is 
equivariant cohomology o f such a cell. The same is true in every degree of the 
form n +  2k.
On cells of type Z /p , for any p  €  N. the exact sequence
//"(<■",a<"") ~  H " (F - .d e " )  - i
shows that Kerd/Iml =5 Z /p  in degree n +  2k. As the homomorphism $  is 
in this case an epimorphism between two isomorphic finite groups, it is an 
isomorphism.
Since we have shown that 4» is an isomorphism on every »-cell, it is also 
an isomorphism on their product and thus on the pair (.Y’\ .Y,,_l).
We have obtained
■t: H ( f (  /»)[« ]) i  H H X°, A)
ami by 5-lemma applied to the long exact sequence of (.Y*. -Y°, A) we obtain
*  : H (« • ( * ' ,  , t )M )  —  A).
By induction we obtain
for any n €  N and since lim* functor is zero in both cases, we obtain
*  : H (e-(.Y ,/t)[u|) - ! »  H U X .A ).
Since $  is an isomorphism of Z[u]-modules we obtain 
C orollary  5.3.6. There. is an isomorphism
4» : -  u ~ 'H i(X ,A ).
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Appendix A
More about Cech cohomology
Here we discuss Cech cohomology of DG presheaves in detail. We prove what 
we promised in Section 3.2. Then we show that there is a natural isomorphism
( T ( X \ T ) ^  f fm(X ;S0)
for every DG presheaf T* on a compact space X , where S* is the DG sheaf 
associated to IP*.
This is an essentially straightforward generalisation of the proof of the 
analogous statement for nongraded presheaves and sheaves in [Godemeut 58].
A . l .  D efinition
Let us first repeat the definitori of Cech cohomology. Let X  be a topological 
space, let U =  [Uj\j €  J )  be an open covering of X  and
U*..;p — n U}<
1=0....p
for ji  € Let IP* be a differential graded presheaf of A-modules on X .  Then 
we can construct a double complex C*(U; IP*) of Cech cochains with coefficients 
in the differential graded presheaf IP* by:
C*(U; IP*) =  n
(•«... i,)€Jp+'
For 7 € C*(U; IP*) let 7 (l/*...,,) € be its CVvcom ponent. The
differentials are
drtinnl by
> K
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for 7 6  C p(U \ y)  ami
d : CT(U; 0«) -*  CP(U; 0>,+ 1)
determined by rf : 5** —* T*+ l. Cecil cohomology of U ami 7* is defined as 
tf *(U; 7*) =  H(STot(C*(U; O’* )) ) .
If k : 7 *  —► A * is a DG presheaf homomorphism over / ,  where A* is a DG 
presheaf on a spare A’ . B* a DG presheaf on a spare Y  ami /  : X  —* Y  a map, 
it induces a morphism of double complexes
/*•' :C ” (U ;3 * ) - C * ( / - 'U ; . / l * ) .
Let 03 be a refinement o f the covering U. In this rase we can choose a 
function, called projection, jr : 03 —» U such that V C ir(V) for every V  G 03. 
Such a projection induces a morphism of double complexes
X : C 9(iX\7*) - »  C*(03: y )
defined by
( * - r ) ( » W  =  - » ( » ( V i . ) n . . . n » ( V „ ) ) „  
for 7 6 C p(ll; IP9) and Vtj € 03. Let us check that the homomor­
phism 7r commutes with the differentials in the two double complexes: For 
simplicity let a  denote a simplex V;„ i , t l. let ir(<r) denote the intersec­
tion Jr(Vi0) D . . .  fl » ( V ^ , ), let o } denote ^ « n d  let 7r(<r)j =  K(aj) —
*(Vi0) n . . . n * ( V ii) n . . . n jt(V^+i ). Then
(»<7)(<r) =  i i ( r ( < r ) )  |,
= (ESi(-lV-r(»(»)i)) U 
= E S J (-l)iT(»(®)J) u
and
«*•»)(») = e ^ ; i- i )'(»i )(®,) u
= u,> u
= z £ i ( - i y 7 ( * M )  u ■
As fr(tr)j =  jt(tTj) these two sums coincide and so n commutes with the differ­
entials S. The fart that jt commutes also with the differential maps d follows 
directly from the definition of the differential presheaf (i.e. the differential 
commutes with the restrictions).
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Lenim a A . 1.1. Two projections X\. jt2 : 5) —* tl induce cochain homotopic 
morphism*
STot(C*(il; 3**)) —  STot(C*(9J;!P*)).
Proof o f A. 1.1: For a nonempty intersection a  =  V0...p of p +  1 elements of 
and an integer j  such that 0 < j  <  p let us define the corresponding 
intersection b , o f p  +  2 elements of U l»y
o , =  jri(Vi,) n . . .  n  #,(1$) n  *2 (V} ) n . . .  n  *2(VP) .
Let hp : C P+,(U: IP9) —* C P(^J; IP’ ) be the homotopy operator defined by
( I f  7 ) ( » )  =  ¿ ( - 1  V llV i) \. ■
We have
* ( i  +  ( - l ) ' J )  +  (< +  ( - l ) ' - | rf))i =  hi + ih + (-¡fid + (-lf-'M
=  hS +  6h
as d and h commute. A straightforward calculation shows that hb+t>h =  ira —*\ 
and thus and ir2 are indeed cochain homotopic maps. I A .1.11
Therefore for every refinement 3J of U there is a well-defined homomor­
phism in cohomology, independent of the projections:
# "(U ; IP*) -* tf*(5J;IP*).
The open coverings o f a space form a direct system with respect to the relation 
of refining, therefore we can define
H '(X \ V ) =  Umtf*(U;IP*).
Lem m a A . 1.2. The inclusion o f the subcomplex
STot(C*(U; IP*)) STot(C*(U; IP*))
is a homotopy equivalence, where
C*(\X\V) =  { 7  € C*(\X\y')\l(Ui„y.ji<p)) =  sigu(c)7(^0....„))
are the alternating cochains (f is a permutation o f [0 ........p }).
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Proof o f A. 1.2: For this proof we shall use the fart that CP) is the DG
module of cochains ou a simplifiai complex, called the uerve of U, with a 
system of coefficients.
A system <C of coefficieuts ou a simplifiai complex K  is au assignment
<» c  <) -  (£ (*) -  t « ) l
for all simplexes a,t 6 A', where -C(.s) aud H (t) are 72-modules and the maps 
£(.«•) —» L (t), called the restriction homomorphisms, are homomorphisms of 
7?-modules such that
( . )  { „  =  < ) - .  ( t ( . . ) M t ( o )
(b ) if a C t C u, theu
{»  C u ) ~ { L ( s ) ^ L ( t )  - £ ( « ) } .
A homomorphism 0 : C —» CM of systems of coefficieuts ou the simpli­
fiai complex A' is a collection 0(.«t) : jC(.s) —► M (s) of homomorphisms of 7? 
modules, for every simplex s G A’ , such that these homomorphisms commute 
with the restriction homomorphisms in £  aud M . respectively.
If U =  (U, ) ,€j  is au opeu covering of the space X . we can endow the set 
.7 with a structure o f a simplifiai complex iu which every set { i0, . . . ,  i „ } such 
that
Ui, n ... n üi. ¿ e
is an n-simplex iu .7. This simplifiai complex is called the uerve of the covering
U.
A presheaf CP on X  determines a system of coefficients on the nerve of 
every open covering U =  (t/,),e j  of X  by
{>o.......i , . } ~  W . 0 n . . . r u u
and the restriction homomorphisms of the system of coefficients are the re­
striction homomorphisms of the presheaf.
For any simplifiai complex K  and any system of coefficieuts £  there is a 
homotopy equivalence C *(A ';£ ) •=* C m( K ; £ )  which is natural with respect 
to  morphisms o f  systems of coefficients. This is proved in [Godemeut 58, pp. 
59-62].
Iu our case the differential maps d in (CP*,rf) are presheaf maps and there­
fore morphisms of systems of coefficieuts on the uerve o f U.
Let us denote the inclusion ¿ ’' ’(il; ¡P*) *—» C P(U; CP9) by iPit, its homotopy 
inverse by irp¡q. Let
hM  : CP(U; CP*) — ► C p~l(U ;V )  
: Cp(U;CP*») — ► CP~ 'W J ")
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be the cocliaiu homotopies so that
^p,q*p,q hi — fillip^ kp+l.qb 
*p.q^ p,q W ““ SHp,q +  hp+\ q{>
for every p.q  £  Z. Bec ause o f uatiirality we ohtaiu
( i  +  ( - 1  r '< C )*M  +  V . M «  + ( - l ) V )  =  rM iM
« + ( - i r ' r f ) v ,  +  v + u « + ( - i ) ’ «!) =
Therefore
E  V i  ; ( S T o t (C - (U :r » r  —  (S T o t(C -(U ;y )) )—
p+q=n
E  *M  ■ (STut(C-(U:3»)))" — . (S T o t ( i- (U : r )))"- '
p+9=n
are the homotopy operators which make the inclusion
STot (C*(U; IP*)) — ♦ S T ot(C *(U ;y))
into a homotopy equivalence. [ A.1.2|
C orollary  A . 1.3.
=S limH(STot(C*(U; 3**)))
as functors on the category o f  differential presheaves and homomorphisms over 
maps.
Proof o f  A. 1.8: Projections to refinements map alternating cochains to al­
ternating cochaius and homomorphisms of DG presheaves map alternating 
cochaius to alternating cochains. Therefore by Lemma A. 1.1 and Lemma A. 1.2 
we obtain the canonical isomorphism in cohomology. | A.1.3|
There is another version of tech  cohomology o f DG presheaves. Let <f 00* 
be the category of all open coverings of X  of the form U = {Ut \x €  -V} such 
that x  €  Us for every x  £  X  and projections r : *0 —* U, for U. QJ £ C oo*, 
such that r(Vr ) =  UT. The category £ 00* is a filtered category and we can 
define
t ' ( X . T )  =  lim C*(U; 3»*)
where the direct limit is over all U £ CoDx■ C m(X\'J>*) is a double com­
plex. Direct limits commute with the homology functor and with direct sums. 
Therefore the fact that Co Ox is cofinal in the category of all open coverings 
of X  implies that there is a canonical isomorphism
f r ( X - .V )  »  H(STot(£” (Jf; 3*))).
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This isomorphism is natural with respec t to homomorphisms over maps:
A map /  : X  —* Y  induces a map
Cot>, - .  € o « x  . (C „) [V , =  r ' ( C / M ) )
and if k : 3?* —* P* is a DG presheaf homomorphism, it induces a morphism 
k : 3P) —* C ’ (X ;P * ). As the direct limit commutes with the homology
operator naturally with respect to morphisms of direct systems there is a 
commutative diagram
-i - .  A (.Y ;3 »)
II II
H (S T ot(£"(l’ ;3i*))) H (STot(C -(.Y ;3")))
in which || denotes the natural isomorphisms and k the two homomorphisms 
induced by the homomorphism k over / .
A .2. P roperties
The main property which we show here is that Cech cohomology of a DG 
presheaf agrees with Cech cohomology of its associated DG sheaf.
L em m a A .2.1. Let F  be a functor from the category o f DG  presheaves on a 
space X  to an abelian category, with the following properties:
(1 ) F  is exact.
(2 ) F  is trivial on DG presheaves whose associated DG sheaf is trivial. 
Then
(1) F  takes the same value on a DG presheaf as on its associated DG sheaf.
(2 ) F  is exact also when regarded, in the natural way, as a functor on the 
category o f  DG sheaves on X .
Proof o f  A .2.1: Let P* be a DG presheaf on .V. Let N* be the DG subpresheaf 
of P* consisting of locally zero elements,i.e. let 7  6 P "(U ), then 7 €  W'MIO if 
and only if for every point x  €  U there exists a neighbourhood V  =  V ( f ,x )  
for which 7 |v= 0. Thus we obtain an exact sequence o f DG presheaves
where is the quotient DG presheaf. Then 3* has the property that zero 
is the only locally zero element. A DG presheaf with this property naturally 
injects into its associated DG sheaf 8* : Let U be an open subset of .Y and 
let 7 i , 7a 6 3H(U). Set 7<(x) =  dir linn  |v(,) for 1 =  1,2, where the direct 
limit is taken over open neighbourhoods V {x ) o f x in U. Then 7i(x ) =  7j(x )
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implies the existence of a neighbourhood W  C U o f x  such that 71 \w— It Iw• 
If 7 , ( x ) =  7a(x) for every x  in U, then 71 -  72 »s locally zero and so by 
assumption zero. Therefore there is a short exart sequence of DG presheaves
0 —*<P—►8* —» 0 * —*0
where Q* is the quotient DG presheaf. The differential presheaves N* and Q* 
give rise to the trivial DG sheaf, therefore we obtain from the above exact 
sequences a canonical isomorphism
F { T )  F (3•) F (8*).
Let
0 — A* — 3 *  — V  — 0
be an exact sequence o f DG sheaves. Let us define a DG presheaf D u by
•D5(t0 = Im(3 * (U ) -*  V*(U )).
We obtain an exact sequence o f DG presheaves
0 -*  A 9 — B* — V*  — 0
and therefore the sequence
0 — F (A ')  -  F (® #) -  F(Dr,) -  0
is exact. The associated DG sheaf of DJJ is V* and so we obtain an exact
sequence
0 _  F (A m) — F ( V )  — F (D ')  — 0
proving also the second assertion. fÁTTI
C orollary  A .2 .2 . Let T* be a DG presheaf on a space X  and let 8* be the 
DG sheaf induced by T * . There is an isomorphism
& *(X \ T ) f n x . s ' )
natural with respect to homomorphisms over maps. For every short exact se­
quence o f DG sheaves there is a long exact sequence o f fP (X ;  —).
Proof o f A .2.2: The proof is very similar to the one of the preceding lemma, 
let us use therefore the same data and the same notation without repeating 
the definitions.
The short exact sequences of DG presheaves
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which are natural with respect to homoinorphisms over maps, give rise to the 
corresponding long exact sequences in Cech cohomology l>y Proposition 3.2.5. 
The cohomology of N* and Q* is trivial. This proves the first claim.
For the second assertion let
0 -*  A* —* —* V  —* 0
he an exact sequence of DG sheaves. Then it induces a short exact sequence 
o f DG presheaves
0 —* A* —* B* — V* —  0
as in the proof of the lemma above. This in turn induces a long exact sequence 
of f i ‘ (X \ - ) .  By the first part of this proof we can replace f i ' ( X ; D*) by 
R ’ (X\ D #) in the long exact sequence. 1 A.2.2|
A .3. Isom orphism  theorem
T h eorem  A .3 .1 . For every DG sheaf 8* on a compact space X  there is an
H’ (X\&') »  H ’ (X\&*)
and this isomorphism is natural with respect to homomorphisms over maps.
In fact this holds for any metrisable space, but we need it on compact 
spaces only and the proof is shorter in this case. The proof is a straightfor­
ward adaptation of the analogous proof for the (uon-differentiable) sheaves 
[Godemeut 58, pp. 230-231]. First we need to introduce a new notion:
Resolution induced by a covering
Let OJl =  { M , ; i 6 •/} be an open covering o f .V. Given an open subset V  of 
X  we can define an open covering
W r U  =  {M i r\U;i e  J)
of U with the same indexing set as 031. Let 8 be a sheaf on X .  In this case we 
obtain for every open subset U o f X  a cochain complex
C - (W n t ';S )  =  n  U)
(••... •»)€•/"♦'
with the usual Cech differential. If V  C U, there are restriction homomor­
phisms 8(<r fl U) —» S(«r PI V) for every non-empty intersection a — ("|"«o 
These induce a cochain map
C*(9W n V. 8) — ► C’(9Jl n V; 8).
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These cochain maps satisfy the transitivity condition. Therefore for every 
n >  0 the assignment
u ~ c r ( f m n U ;S )
defines a presheaf on X  which we denote by C " ( S ) .  C*(9Jt:S) is a DG 
presheaf on X .  Let us show that it is in fart a DG sheaf. For any subset M  
o f .Y the assignment U i-> S( M  fl U) defines a presheaf which is a sheaf, let us 
denote it by S(**)• The presheaf e"(9tt;S) is by definition
for all ordered n +  1-tuples a  o f .7. Therefore it is a direct product of sheaves 
au«l thus by [Godemeut 58, p. 117], itself a sheaf.
If S is a sheaf on X , 7  a sheaf on Y, f  : X  —► Y  a map, then every 
homomorphism k : 7  —► 8 over /  induces a DG sheaf homomorphism over /
km : C*(U;T) —» C *(/- , U ;8 ).
From the identities
r (O T ;S ) =  n s ( « . ) '  S (M .) =  8 , „ . , ( X )
we obtain the identity
C*(9W: S) =  (e*(OT?;S))(X).
Proof o f  A .3.1: In the case of a DG sheaf S#, the differential in S* induces a 
DG sheaf morphism
d : e*(3H; 8*) — ► e*(9W; 8*+ l)
with <P =  0 and the differentials commute.
We can do this for every open covering U in the family Co Ox and define
6 *(X ;8#) =  UmC*(U; 8*)
where the direct limit is taken over the directed family Cot»x of open coverings 
o f .Y. Every DG sheaf homomorphism induces a homomorphism between the 
corresponding direct limit bidifferential sheaves.
For every grade 8* the differential sheaf 6"(-Y; 8") is a resolution o f 8* and 
by (Godemeut 58, pp. 230-231], it is a fine resolution. Therefore we obtain by 
Theorem 4.2.9 a canonical isomorphism
Hn(X\8*) H” (ST«»t(6*(,Y ;S 'K A '))).
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This isomorphism is natural with respect to DG sheaf homomorphisms over 
maps because a homomorphism k : 7*  —» S* induces a homomorphism of triple 
complexes
C * (V :e * (r ;T -) )  — * C*(.Y;C*(-Y:8*)) .
When X  is compact, there is a canonical isomorphism [Godement 58, p.
162]
(6*(X; 8*))(X) = lim( C’  (U; 8*))(-Y)
natural with respect to homomorphisms over maps. Since
lim ea(U ;8* )(X ) =  limC*(U;S*) =  £ * (X ;8*)
we obtain
(e-(-V :S*))(.V ) =  C-(JV;S-)
inducing the desired isomorphism. lA -3 .ll
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